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Abstract

Trus paper introduces new techniques for the efficient computation of a Fourier transform on a finite grollp.

We present a divide and conquer approach to the computation. The dividc aspect uses factorizations of group

elements to reduce the sum of products for the Fourier transform to simpler sums of matrix products and is the

separation of variables algorithm. The conqller aspect ia the final cornputatioll of matrix products which

we perform efficiently using a special form of the matrices. This form arise from the use of subgroup-adapted

representations and their structure when evaluated at elements which lie in the centralizers of subgroups in a

subgroup chain. We present a detailed analysis of the matrix multiplications arising in thc calculation and obtain

casy-to-use tIpper bounds for the complexity of our algorithm in terms of representation theoretic data for thc

grollp of interest.

Gur algorithm encompasses many of the currently known examples of fast Fourier transforms. \'Ve recover the

best known fast transfonns for some abelian graups, the symmetrie graups and their wreath products, and the

classical Weyl groups. Bcyond this, we obtain grcatly improved upper bOllnds for thc general linear and unitary

groups over a finite fieId, and for the classical Chevalley groups over a finite field.

Trus is part I of a two part paper. Part II will present a refinement of these techniques which results in further

savmgs.

1 Introduction

Recently, increased attention has been paid to thc problem of finding cfficient algorit.hms for thc computation cf
Fourier transforrns on nonabelian groups. The abelian case has a lang history, anel sillce thc publication of the
Cooley-Tukey fast Fourier transform (PPT) (20] has been ai the heart of digital signal processing (see for example
[26, 3] and the many references contained therein). The nonabelian cases have also beeil motivated by applications.
They have been found useful in new approaches to data analysis [22], VLSI design [10], the design of matched filters
[36] and efficient group convolution algorithms [15 l 44]. In the continuous setting, there are applications to compllt<3r
vision, geophysics and climate modeling (cf. [25, 31]).

Apart from applications, these algorithms contribute to the understanding of the representation theoretic content
of the fast Fourier transform. Although abelian groups have a llnique Fourier transform, nonabelian groups have an

• A preliminary version of same of this work appears 8B an cxtended austract, l.<Adaptcd Diameters and the Emdcnt Computation of

Fourier Transforms of Finite G roups" in the Proceeding.! 0/ the 1995 A CM-SIA M Sympo.!ium on Di.!crete A19orithm.!.
t Partially supported a.s a Shapiro Visitor whi le at Dartmou th.
1This work !lupported in part by ARPA 8B administered by t.he AFOSR lInder contract DOD F48ßo-93-1-0567 a.s weil a8 NSF DMS

Award 9404275.
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infinite number of Fourier transfonns which eorresponcl to different choices of bases for the irreclucible representations
of the group, G. The eomplexity of the group is defined as the least lIpper bonnd of the eomplexities of the algorithms
eomputing Fourier transforms, over all choiees of bases , and is bounded by IGI2

. This bonncl follows from a clirecl
approach to the eomputation. It is conjectured {,hat all finite groups have eomplexity O()GllogC IGI) (for some
universal constant cL ancl this has alrcady been proved for many different cla.s..<;es of nonabelian groups [1.7,45,46, 7J.

"Ve present a divide and eonquer strategy for computing nonabelian Fourier transforms, whieh eneompasses many
known FFTs, aud provides new fast algorithms in other eases. It has two main component.s. First, wc use a set of
factorizations of elements of G to write the matrix sum of produets that defines the Fourier transform in terms of
a sequence of sums of products which are easier to compute. \Ve call this technique separation of variables and the
corresponcling algorithm is the separation of variables algorithm.

The second part of our strategy Ilses a subgroup chain for the group allel the notion of a subgroup-adapted
set of representations. When compliting with a subgroup-aclapted set of representations the matrix multiplications
that occllr in the separation of variables algorithm have a highly structured anel sparse form alld may therefore be
computed efficiently. \Ve provide a thorough analysis of the structnre of these matriees and operation count of the
corresponcling matrix multiplications. The main tool used here is a form of Schur's Lemma which eletermines the
structure of the representation matrix of a group element which commutes with a subgroup. The bulk of the new
computational savings of this paper come from this use of commutativity. We believe this is a new eontribution to
the subject, although it does appear implieitly in the work of Clausen and Baum on the symmetric group [17] aud
that of Rockmore on wreath products [46].

Our teehniques are quite general. We obtain upper bounels for the complexity of the Fonrier transform of any
group in terms of representation theoretic data. These bouuels are expressed in terms of multiplicities of restrictions
of irreducible representations from one subgroup to another. \Ve thereby obtain a general procedure for boullding the
complexity of the Fourier transform on a group which enables us to find explieit bounds even when the representation
matrices are extremely complicated. Thus we derive both previously known and new reslIits as part of a general
theory, instead of using ad hoc teclJniques.

This paper does not use the full strength of thc separation of variables approach, but despite this we recover the
best known algorithms for many abelian groups, the symmetrie groups, anel their wreath prodllcts. Furthermore, '\-'e
obtain new fast algorithms for matrix groups over finite fields. A more detailed analysis of the computation irnproves
tbe results; that is the content of part 11 of this work, currently in preparation [39]. By e1ividing the work in this
way we hope to present general reslIlts of interest without obscuring tbern wit,h t.he teehnical machinery needed for
more refi ned resu1ts.

We start the paper in section 2 with tha definitions of Fourier transform, complexity, anel acIapted representation.
Then, in section 3, we explain the previously known technique of reducing to subgroups. Section 4 fonns the
theoretical core of the paper; it contains the definition of the separation of variables algorithm, the analysis of matrix
produets, and the general cornplexity results thai we use in our examples. Following this, sedion 5 develops results
on the complexities of spccific groups. We start it by deriving thc Cooley-Tukey algorithm in the context of finite
abelian groups, the results of Clausen anel Baum [17] on the symmetrie group, results on classical \Veyl groups, allel
the results of Rockmore [46] on wreath products. \Ve then give algorithms for the general linear and unitary groups
over a finite field, and finish our examples with some results on classical Chevalley groups over finite fields. Finally
we summarize the consequences of this work anel indicate the contents of part 11 [39] of this paper.

Our bounds depencl on some explieit knowleelge of the restrietions to a subgroup anel oft.en involve thc fllJrnber
of conjugacy classes in a group (i.e. {,he number of irreducible representations). For some of our results we need
asymptotics for these quantities. 1'0 avoid interrupting the ftow of the paper we have postponed this discussion to
an appendix following the applications seetion (Seetion 5) of this paper.

Acknowledgenlent. Special thanks LO Tom Hagedorn for explaining his interesting reccnl, work on multiplicities
for restrictcd represcnt.ations. Thanks also to Herr Prof. Michael Clausen for some very helpful conversations.

2 Background

2.1 Nonabelian Fourier transforms

The familiar discrete Fourier transform (OFT) of a. finite set of evenly spacecl data and its effieient computation
via the Cooley-Tukey fast Fourier transform [20] has a natural formulation in terms of the representation theory "Jf
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cyclic groups. This larger framework is necessary for posing the general problem of efficient computation for Fourier
transforms on finite nonabelian groups. \Vhat follows is a brief review of the basic concepts anel definitions necessary
for the formulation of this problem. For a complete introdllction to the representation t.heory for finite groups Serr,~'s

book (47) is a good reference.
Recall that a (complex) matrix representation of a finite group G is a map P from G into the group of cl >: d

inverti ble matrices wi th complex entries, GLd (CL such that

p(st) = p(s)p(t)

for every 5, t E G. In this case d is called f,he degree or dimension of the representation p, and is elenoted dp anel
V = Cd is called the representation space of p.

Two representations PI anel P2 are said to be equivalent if they differ only by a change of basis, i.e. if ihere exi~:ts

an invertible matri x A such that pds) ;::;: A - 1P2 (s) A for a1l s E G. Notice that I-ei imension al matri x representatio ns
are uniquely eletermined by their equivalence cl ass , whereas nlultielimensional representat,ions have an infinite nllmber
of eqllivalent realizations.

A subspace vV C V ;::;: Cd is said to be G-invariant if for all s E G, p(s)W C 1;\1. The representation p is said
to be irreducible if V ;::;: Cd has 110 G-invariant subspaces other than the trivial subspaces {O} and V anel rcducible
otherwise. Up to equivalence there are only a finite number of irreelucible representations of any finite group - in
fact there are as many as there are conjugacy classes in thc grollp. Irreducible reprcscntations are the fundamental
building blocks of all representa.t,ions of a finite group. That is to say that any representation is equivalent to the
direct sum of irreducible representations, where the direct sllm of two represcntations is the matrix c1irect sum of thc
representations.

There are several equivalent definitions of the Fourier transform for a finite grOll)) [16, 10, 23], The following is
the most convenient for this paper.

Defini tion 1 (Fourier Transfornl) Let G be a finite grotlp and f be a camplex- vallIed /llnetion on G.

~. Let p be a matrix representation 0/ G. Then the Fourier trallsforul of f at PI denoted j(p) is the mat,'i2'
sum,

j(p) ;::;: L f(s)p(s).
lEG

(1)

U. Let R be a set 0/ matrix represcntatious 0/ G. Thell the Fourier transforUl of f Oll n is the set 0/ roul'ier
trans/orms 0/ f at the representations in 'R..

Fast Fourier trullsforIllS or FFTs are algorithms for computing Fourier transfonlls efficiently.
Thc most important case of a Fourier transform occurs when the set 'R. is a complete set of inequivalent irreclucible

representations of G. In this situation we shall simply refer to such a calculation aB t,he comput.ation of a Fourier
transform. A Fourier transform cletermines f through the Fourier inversion formula,

Theorenl 2.1 (Fourier inversion forlilula) (see e.g. [22j, p. 13) Let G be a finite group, f a complex-vallled
funetion on G, and n a complele set 0/ irreducible matrix representations 0/ G. Then,

(:2)

where dp = dim(p).

ExanlpIe: Thc "usuRI" discrete Fourier trftllsforIn. The irredueible matrix rcprcsentations of the eyclie group
Z/nZ = {O, 1, ... , n - I}, are all one-dimensional. For each integer j wil.h 0 ::::; j ::::; n - 1, define the representation
(j, by (j (k) =exp ( 2,:~jk) for k E Z/ n Z. Thc set of such representations is a complete set of ineq1I ivalent irreducible
representations for Z/nZ and the corresponding Fourier transform is usually known as the diserete Fourier transform.
This eomputation is ccntral to the subject of digital signal processing (cf. [43]).

The arithmetie eomplexity for computing a Fourier transform conceivably depends on the choice of basis for tlLe
irreducible representations. The notion of the complexity of a finite grollp provides a classificatiol1 of finite groups
according to the complexity of the most efficient algorithm to compute some such transform on the group.



Definition 2 (Coluplexity) Let G be (l finite group, and'R- any set 01 matrix representations 01 G. Let Te{'.ll)
denote the minimum number 01 operations needed to compute the F0U11e,' transiorm of f on 'R. via a straight-line
p1'Ogram for an arbitrary complex-valued Iunction f defined on G. Ta{'R.) i... called the cOluplexity of the Fourier
trunsforrll for the set n. Define the cOlllplexity of the grollp G to be

C(G) = min{Ta('R.)}
R

whcr'e 'R. varics over all complete sets 01 inequivalent in-educible matrix 7'epresentations 01 G.

Thc computational model used here is a common one in which an operation is defined as a single eomplex multipli
cation followed by a complex addition.

Elernentary representation theory shows that thc sum of the squ ares of the degrees of a eornpiete set of irrcd lIcible
representations of G is equal t.o IGI (see e.g. [47], p. 18). Consequently dircet computation of any Fourier trallsfol'm
gives the upper and lower bOllnds

IGI =5 C(G) =5 lGI2

where the lower bound reflecis the size of the inpll t. As melltioned in Section 11 the tcchniques introdueecl in tllis
paper show how st,ructural properties of the group alld a judicious choicc of the set of representations 'R., provide
significantly better upper bounds for group complexity. When bOLtnding Tc(n) it is often easier to work with a
related quantitYl ta('R), called the reduced conlplexity alld defined by

tc('R.) = Ta ('R.)/ IGI (3)

This definition simplifies the statements and proofs of many following results.

Reluark. Another common interpretation of the Fourier transform is as a change of basis for the group algebra
C[G], from the basis of point masses on G to a basis of matrix coefficients coming from a complete set of inequivalent
irreducible representations. When this point of view is adoptccl , thc complcxity of thc Fourier transform can be
measured as the c-linear complexity of the associated change of basis matrix [8]. Thc c-linear complexity of a
group G is defined to be the minimum c-linear complexity of any such matrix for G. Assuming a choice of unitary
representations (which is always possiblc) the resllits stated here can all be interpreted as statements about. the
2-1inear complexity of finite groups.

2.2 Adapted sets of representations

As rem arked earl ier I there are an infin itc number of III atrix representations cquivalent 1,0 any gi ven m uItid imension al
matrix representation , aB related by a change of basis. Even among equivalcnt representations the complexity of
the associated Fourier transform might vary. Fo.r this reason and others, subgroup-aclapted sets of representations
have been found to be useful for efficiently computing Fourier transforms. Use of these representations permits the
computation of a Fourier transform on a finite group, GI 1,0 be built up from the computatioll of several Fourier
transforms on a chosen subgroup, 1I.

To briefty explain the idea, let H be a subgroup of a group G. An H -adapted set of representations of G
has the property that when considered as representations of H via restriction, they rnay be construeted as matrix
direct products of representations from a fixed cornplete set of inequivalent irreducible matrix rcprcsentations of
H. It is dear that for a funetion defincd on H I thc computation of {,he Fourier transforrns at, t,he (smaHer) set
of irreducible representations is is computationally equi,valent 1,0 compllting the Fourier transforrn at the set of
restricted representations. As shown in [23] (whieh we explain in the next, section), a Fourier transforrn on G always
can be factored as a sum over a set of matrix multiplications against Fourier trallsfonns at the restrietions of the
representations to thc subgroup H. By requiring that the rcst,riction is lJ-adapted thc comput.at.ion of the Fourier
transforrlls on H at the restrieted representations is further reclllced 1,0 several Fourier transforms on H.

Definition 3 (Subgroup-adapted representations) Let G' be a finite group and 'R. be a set 0/ matrix reprcsen
tat ions 01 G and let H be a subgroup 01 G. If p is a representation 01 G,let pt H denote the representation 01 H
obl.ained by restricting p to 1I. We say lIwt 'R i ... 1I-adapted ii lhere is (I set 'R.H 0/ inequivalent irTeducible matrix
representations 01 1I such thal the sel 0/ restricted representations

is a matrix direcl stJm of rcpresentalioTls in RH.
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Notice that if n is H-aclapted J then the set n l/ is 1I niquely determined by 'R-. W hen H = G, the property of bei ng
G-aclapted allows us to reduce the computation of t.he Fourier transform of f on n to a Fourier transform on G at
a set of inequivalent irreducible representations.

LemIlla 2.2 If'R. is a G-adapted set of matrix l'epresentatiolls 0/ G then Tc (R.) =Tc('R-c).

ReIuark. The FFT algorithms presented in the following sections all assumc thc use of adapted sets of rcpresenta
tions. The requirement of aclaptability does not limit, us, as any set of representations is equivalent 1.0 an adapted f:et
of representations. To see this, it is easiest to work wit,h the related concept of an adapted basis (also known a.f: a
Gelfand basis). A basis for a reprcsentation space is adapted 1.0 a. slIbgroup if t.he matrix representation obl.ained by
expressing thc representation in coordinates for this basis is also adapted. Adaptcdness for a set of bascs is defined
similarly. Adapted bases always exist and in fact, can always be constructed. Assuming that some complete set of
irreducible matrix representations of G is known, then a change of basis can be computed so that the resliiting f:et
of representations are H-adapted for any fixed su bgroup H.

To outline one such constructioTI, we collect several previously known results. Babai and R6nyai [4] have shown
that a complete set of irreducible representations of a finite group (/ can be constructed in polynomial time from tbe
multiplication table of G. Further techniques from [4] or [5] provide efficient algorithms for decomposing represen
tations into their irredllcible constitucnts. By applying these results to the original set of representations restricted
to the subgroup H, a complete set of irreducible representations for H is then fOllnd. A change of basis to insure
that all representations of Gare Jf-adapted is corn pu ted by the construetion of certain projection operaiors. This
last step is detailed in t,he fairly reccnt book of Fässler and Stiefel [27] whieh also provides a wealth of examples of
uses of adapted bases in a variety of eomputational problems.

3 eoset decompositions and the Fourier transform

In previolls work, aclapted representations have already been llSed to speed t.he computation of Fourier transforms
by factoring the computation through a subgroup [23]. The idea is io use the eoset deeomposition of elements in the
group to rclate a Fourier transform on G to Fourier transforms on a subgroup H. This may be thoughi of as the
simplest example of t,he separation of variables technique (cf. Section 4).

To cxplain, let H be a subgroup of G and Y C G be a set of eoset represcntat.ives for G/H. Thus, G can he
factorecl as the disj oi n1. II nion of su bsets yH = {yh I h EH} for all y E Y. For any represen t,ation p of G we can U3e
the relation p(ab) = p(a)p(b) to produee a faetorization of j(p) by

j(p) L J(s)p(s)
"EG

= L p(Y) L fy (t)p(t)
YEY tEll

(,1)

where for each y E Y, fy is the function on H defined by I y (t) = f(yt) for all t EH. Consequently, with the notatiCln

of (4) we can rewrite j(p) as a sum of Fourier transforms on B,

j(p) = 2::= p(y)K(pt H).
yE)'

(G)

If we had computed ihe Fourier transform of fy on 'R. t H for a eomplete set of irreducible representatiolls n of G

anel for all y E Y, t.llen the inclivid ual Fourier transforms 1;; (pt 11) eould be glued together by t,he "t.widdlc factors'd

p(y), 1.0 build each j(p) anel thus the complete Fourier transform of f on n.
In general, arestricted representation ptH is reducible, even when pis irredueiblc, alld is equivalent 1.0 the direct

sum of a collection of irredueible representations of the subgroup H. The number of times any given equivalence
dass occuTS in this decom posi tion is independen t of the ad11 al deeomposi tion anel is ea]] ed its muIt iplici ty. If
pt H is not only equivalent to, but also equal 1,0 a matrix direet sum of irredueibles, alld all equivalent irrcclucible

1The tcrminology" twiddle reKtor" comes rrom the usual signal processing situation in which G is an abelian group. Then aU irrcducible

representations are Olle-dimensional and the matrices p(y) are simply roots of unity.
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(6)

(7)

representations th at occur in this Sll mare equal, then l(p 4- JI) can be constru cted as a block cl iagoll al matrix from
the matrices of the appropriate Fourier transform of /y Oll H. In the language of Section 2.2, this is precisely the
condition that the set of representatiotls 'R., is H-adaptecl.

The discussiotl above directly yields an algorithm for computing the Fourier transform of any fllnction f on G
using any set of H-adapted representations of G:

(1) Choose a set of coset represen tati ves Y for G/ H , amI for a fixed set n of JI -adapted irred uci ble representati ans
of G, and for each y E Y compute the Fourier transform of /y on RH.

(2) For each p E 7(. build the restrided {,ransforms h(p 4- H). These will be block diagon al matriccs wi th blocks
given by the individual Fourier transforms of /y at thc representatiolls of 'RH.

(3) Compute the products p(Y)h (pt JI) and add them together.

To obtain an upper bound for the complexity of this basic algorithm it is useful to introduce some notation. Let
'R. be a set of matrix representations of G and let Y be any subset of G. For each P E n alld y E Y let F(y, p) be an
arbitrary dp x dp matrix. Then we deRne

!the minimum number of operations required

MG(Y, 'R) := to compute the collection of sums,

{LYEY p(y)F(y,p)lp E n}.

Similarly, define a "reduced" version of (6) by

MG(Y,'R)
1nG (Y, 'R.) := IGI

Theorem 3.1 ([ESJ, Proposition 1) Let H be a Subg1'OUP 01 G und let 'R be a complete set 01 inequivalent irreducit.le
H -adapted matrix representations oJ G. Let Y c G be a set of coset representat.ives for G/ J[. Then with the notatioll
01 (6) and (7)

(.3)

or equivolently
(9)

A better bound may be obtained Hsi ng the block diagonal i ty of 1;; (p 4- H). \Ve take this into acco unt in Seetions 4.2
and 4.1.

The inequalities (8) and (9) can be viewed as recurrences which bound the cOlllplexity of a group in terms of the
complexity of a subgroup. The recurrence may be iteratccl through a chain of subgroups for G. For example consid~r

the chain of subgroups
G = [{Tl > J(Tl-1 > ... > [{o. (10)

\Ve say that R, a set of irreducible representations of G, is adapted to the chain (10) provicled 'R is Kj-adapted
for each subgroup J(i in the chain. Using the notation of Definition 3, this implies that each RKi is !{j-adapted for
j ::; i. Theorem 3.1 now generalizes immediately.

Theorenl 3.2 Let G have the chain oJ subg1'OUPS (10) oHd for i = 1, ... ,11., let Yj be a set 01 cosel represenlatives
JOT Ki / Kj -1' /f 7(. is 0 set oJ matrix representalions oJ G adapled to this chaiTl, then

Tl

tc(R) :::; tKo('RKo) + 2: nlK; (Yi, 'RK,).
i=l

(U)

\Vhen G = H x K is a direct prodllct we get a special case of Theorem 3.1. The irreducible representations of
G may all be obtained as tensor products of those of Hand J(, and the prodllct basis constrllcted by the tensoring
of a basis for the irreducible representations of H with those of K yields irreducible representations which are both
1I-adapted and 1<-aclaptcd, up to a rclabeling of the matrix rows and columns (cf. [11], Satz 5.8). IrR', 'R" are scts
of matrix representations of represent,atiolls of Hand )( respectively then let, 'R.' (9 R." be the seI, of matrix tensor
products of representations in n' with those in R".
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TheorClll 3.3 (i) I/ 'R' J R' a1"'€ sets 0/ matrü ropresentations 0/ representations 01 Hand J{ respectivelYJ then

(ii) Lel p be an if7'educible f{ -adapted matn'x 1"'€presentation 01 11 x f{. Then lhere are irreducible matrix represcn
lations, PH J PK, 01 Hand f{ respectively such lhat P = Pll 0 PK I as matrix rep1"'€sentalionsJ and !lence P is
also H -adapted.

(iii) Lel 'R. be a camplete set 01 irreducible representations 01 H x f{. 1/ R is bolli H -adapled and f{ -adapled lhen
the1"'€ are sels l Rll , 'RK J 01 irreducible matrix 7"'€p7"'€sentations 01 Hand f{ 1"'€spectivelYI such that'R = 'R' ll rg/RK I

as sets 01 matrix representations.

(iv) Lel R be a sel 0/ irreducible mat1-ix representations 01 a finite group C wilh cente1' Z. Then n is Z -adapt(~d.

Thereiore i/ C = H x J( is a p1'Oduct 01 grollpS and H is abelian, then 'R is H -adapted.

Proof: (i) is a result of Beth [11]. (ii) and its corollaries, (iii) and (iv), are simple consequences of Schur's lemma
(Lemma 4.2).

QED

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 suggest that one approach to mlnlmlzlIlg an upper bound of i.c, and hence Tc, is to
attempt ta efficiently evaluate sums of the form LYEY p(y)F(y), where the F(y) are dp x dp matrices. Towards this
end sevcral possibilitics are evident. The subgroup chain can be varied, as can the choice of coset represent.at.ives, so
as to obtain matrices p(y) with useflll complitational properties. Another idea is to attempt to use the properties of
the matrix elements of p(y) as special functions on the set Y. In thie paper we explore the first approach.

Convention. Almost all of the results in remaining sedions depend only on the adaptability of the representations
and not the particular choice of adapted representation. For this reason explicit reference to a fixed 'R. is oft,~n

super"uous and we su ppress this in much of the notation (e.g. we will wri te t K for t K (R K ) and m K ("Vi) for m( Y, n K )) .

4 The main idea - Separation of variables

In t.his section we prescnt the main ncw comput.ational techniqucs for efficiently computing Ilonabeliall Fourier
transforms. \Ve start by generalizing the approach of Section 3 to the separation of variables algorithm. This
algorithm reduces the computation of a sum of produets to other, potentially smaller, repeated sums of products.
\Ve then give a detailecl analysis of the complexity of matrix mliitiplication when the matrices have a special strllcture

-related to a subgroup-adapted representation. These results on matrix multiplication prodllce the bulk of the new
computational savings presented in this paper. Thc key idea here is t.hat if representations are ad apted to a sn bgrou p,
then any element in the centralizer of this subgroup is, by Schur's Lemma, guaranteed to have a sparse reprcsentation
matrix. If coset representatives can be factored as products of such elements, then mul tiplicatioll by the representation
matrices of these coset representatives may be performed efficiently. \Vhen these elements are also contained in a
proper subgroup of the group for which the representation remains adapted, the representat.ion matrices are even
sparser. Finally, we look at the effeet of llsing a sllbgroup chain in this sett.ing and present same general results on
the complexities of our algorithms.

4.1 SUIl1S of Products - the separations of variables idea

Let G be a finite grouPl Y a subset of Cl P a matrix representat.ion of C, and for ea.ch y E Y, let F(y) be a elp x dp

matrix. In this seetion we focus on a method for computing sums of the form

2: p(y)F(y).
yEY

(12)

This is a general setting which cncompasses thc algorithmic issucs which we trcat in this paper. For examplc, if we
take Y = C and F(y) = f(y) . Idp 2 l for some complex-valued funetion, f on Cl thon the sum (12) is j(p). Ir we let

2 For any positive integer d, Id will denote the d X d ident.ity matrix.
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Y be a set of coset representatives 'of a subgrouP, H < C, and F(y) = h(pJ. II), where Jy(h) = f(y . h) for y E Y
and h E }f, then we are precisely in the set ti ng of Theorem 3,1. Thus t he resul t.s of this seetiorl may be applied büth
directly to the computation of Fourier transfonTIs and indireetly in conjunction with the methods of Section 3.

\Ve shall now define an algorithm for computing (12), which we call the separation of variables algorithm. [ts
definition depends on a choice of a set of words X, in elements of C, such that the assoeiated set of group elements
obtainecl by multiplying out the formal produets is equal to Y. Let S dcnote the set of group elements whieh occur
as symbols in the words of X, together with the identity, whieh we denote as e. For simplieity, aBSmTIC that X has
the same cardinality as Y. Thus, the words in X may be thought of as a choice of fadorization for the elements of
Y in terms of S. In practice S is usually choosen before X.

Let '1 be the maximum length of any word in X. To avoid the need for special conventions to deal with tbe empty
word, it is usefnl to assurne that aH worcls in X have lengtll '1, This can be achieved by "padding" on the left with
the identity if necessary. Call the resulting set of words X o.

For eaeh i define Xi 1,0 be the set of sllbwords of X 0 obtained by rcmoving the rightmost i symbols from eaeh
word of X o. Note thaI, Xi is a set of words of length / - i in S. Let f be a complex-valued function on G anel p
a matrix representation of G of degree d, For w in X o define Fo(w) = f(w)Id where f(w) is the value of f on the
group element represented by wand Id denotes the ident,ity matrix of dimension d = dp , The separation of variables
algorithm proceeds in "I steps, computing for each i from 1 to '1, the recnrsively defincd matrix-valuec! fllnetions Fi

on Xi,
p(s)Fi _ dws) (13)

for any w in Xi. The algorithm completes by eomputing F-y, which is, by the following lemma, the constant funetion
whose value is tbe sum (12) with domain X"" consisting of only the empty word.

LenlnlR 4.1 The separation of variables algorithm described above compttles LYEY p(y) F(y). l.e., with oll notation
as above

F", = L p(y)F(y).
yEY

P roof: We show by inel uct.ion that for 0 ::5 i :s: '1,

E p(w)Fi(w) = L p(y)F(y)
WEXi yEY

(14)

To start, note that (14) holds for i = 0 by the definition of X 0 and Fo. Now let 1 ::5 i :5 I, anel assume th e induction
hypothcsis for i - 1. Thcn by (13)

L p(w)Fdw)
WEXi

= w~. p(w) [w,,_~x._, P(S;_,JF;-l(WS;-,J]

L p(wsi-t}Fi - 1(wsi-d
W&i-1EXi-l

= L p(W')Fi-l(W'),
W'EXi-l

When i = '1 the only word in X", is thc empty word, ami F", = p(e)F1 , This proves the lemma.

QED

The expression (13) shows the recllrsive nature of the separation of variables approach, as this Sllm may he
rewritten in the same form as the original problem (12): by writing

p(S)Pi-l (s1 . , . Si . s) (16)

where Xi- ds", ... sd = {s ES: s'" ... SiS E Xi-tl, we reduce the original problem to '1 subproblems of the same
form. Henee we may apply the separation of variables algorithm to any of these subproblems, provided we fir3t
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choose a finer factorization of t.he elements Xi-l (s"f ... Si)' The separation of variables algorithm is the '~divide"

port.ion of a dividc anel conquer strategy for compllting Fourier transforms; it recluces the computation of sums of
products to the computation of other sums of products. Hs construction only relies on having chosen fadorizations
for elements of the set Y. On the other hand, thc "conquer" part of our strategy, which we t,reat in Section 4.2, uses
sllbgroup chains and adapted bases.

lt is easy to see how the separation of variables algorithm leads to the results of Sedion a. Fix a subgroup 11 < G
anel a set of coset representatives, Z, for G/ II. Then let Y = G, and for any y E \/", let F (y) =/ (y) . Id

p
' Let X be

the set of all words, Z . h, of length two with z E Z alld h E J/. Then for z E Z wc have Xo(z) = H, Xl = Z, allel

\Vhen i = 2 we obtain

F\ (z) = L p(h)J(z . h) = h (pt H).
hEIl

F2 = j(p) = L p(z)F1(z)
~EZ

(16)

(17)

ami the separation of variables algorithm for compllting l(p) is exactly the algorithm consiclered in Section 3.
Separation of var iables may be applied to the computation of both of t he sums (16) and (17) by using factorizat,io ns

of elements of Hand of elements of Z respectively. The reslliting composite algorithm is precisely the separation of
variables algorithm for the set of words obtained by taking pairwise proelucts of the padded words (i.e. the elements
of X 0) useel in both t,he algori thms for co !TIput.ing (16) ami (17). Th is is a general properLy of the separation of
variables technique; using it recllrsively is equivalent to using a single algorithm for a different set of words.

The applications of Section 5 will always proceecl by using coset representatives to obtain a coarse factorization
of group elements and then refining this factorization by factoring the coset reprcsentatives themselves.

4.2 Products of pairs of nlatrices

The results introducecl in Sections 3 and 4.1 have focllsed on rewriting the Fourier t,ransform as a recursively st,ruct.ured
summation of matrix products. This is the "divide" componcnt of our divide allel conquer strategy. In this section
we consider conditions that will ensure that a matrix product. involving p(a) for a representation p and element a of
G may be computed efficiently. This is t,he l'conquer" portioll of our divide and conquer st.rategy.

The main tool we llse is a form of Schur's Lemma. This simple result, pins clown thc st.ructurc of intertwiniug
matrices for a given matrix representatioll.

LCllllua 4.2 (Schur) (see e.g. [47JI p. 1S) Let ]{ be a SUbg1'OIIP 0/ G (md p a !{ -adapted rep1'esentation of G such
that p = Tll EB ... EI:! Tl! ffi ... EI:! 17r EB ... EB '1r where 171, ... ,1lr D7"'e inequivuleril irrcducible nwl7'ix represcTltations oJ K,
anc/TJi occurs with nwltiplicity 1711 , Then the centralizer 0/ the collection 0/ matrices p(K) is

(18)

where h denotes the k x k identity matri:L'1 0 the usual tensor product 01 matrices, and Matn(C) is the algebra oJ
n x n matrices.

If a E Gin the ccntralizer of a subgrollp ]{ 1 then its reprcsentation matrix, p(a), is in the centralizer of p( j{).
If p is a K-adapted representation , then p(a) has the form 18 after some fixed permutation of rows and columns.
\Ve interpret this as saying the matrix p(a) is sparse and as such can be multiplied efficient.ly against, an arbitrary
dp x dp matrix,

Corollary 4.3 Let all notation be as in Lemma 4.2, and let Cl be a group element lying in the centralizer 0/ K. Tlu.'n
/01' an arbitrary dp x dp matrix F , the pl'oduct p(a)F can be computed in at most elp (Li df)jml) operations.

P roof: The bouncl comes fro m consideri ng the nmllber of nonzero entries of t he matri x p((l). Thcrc are at mo:,t
Li df); 171; nonzero entries and each nonzero entry occurs at most dp times - one for each coillmll - in the expression
for the matrix product p(a)F.

QED
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When a is i11 a proper su bgroup of G, Coroll ary 4.3 can be im proved. To explai 11, Iet. II ~ I< anel let p and Tl be
representations of H anel J( respeetively. Define

M (p, Tl) =the multiplicity of 7J in P..l. J(.

Also define

as p and 7J run Qver complete sets of irreducible representations of Hand I< respectively.

(l9)

(20)

Corollary 4.4 Let H ~ f{ be subgroups of G, n. a complete set of irreducible representations of G adapted to 'he
chain G 2: H 2: K, and suppose that for each p in 'R. , F(p) is a dp x dp matrix. Let a be in the centmlize7' of K zn
H. Then the set of matrix products {p(a) . F(p)fp E 'R.} may be compHted in at most IGI· M(H, K) opemtions.

Proof: For any p in n, M (lI, J() is an 1I pper bOllnd for the 11 UInber of nonzero eil tries in any coIII rnn of p(Cl) .
Hence the ntlmber of operations needed to compute any entry of the matrix p(a) . F(p) is bouneled by M(H, K).
There are d~ such entries so the computation of th is matrix proel uct takes M (H 1 J()d~ operations. 5 mnming oyer
all representations and using the relation LPE'R d~ = IGI gives the result.

QED

For most purposes the upper bounds of Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4 are all we require {,o get good bounds for graup
complexity. However, in some situations a more dctailed analysis of the matrix multiplications is necessary. We shall
now consider the multiplication of two matrices which are block diagonal according to some subgroup restrietions
and also have the block scalar form (18), though possibly for different subgroups.

To state these results, let G ~ H ~ J(, anel let P be a representation adapted to this chain. \Ve introduce the
notation

EndK(p..l.H) = spane (p(H)) n Ccntralizer (p(I<))

so EndK (P..l. H) is the algebra matrices with block diagonal form accorcling to P..l. /l timt also have the form (18)
up to a fixed permutation of rows anel columns. [n particular, if a E H is in the centralizer of I<, then p(a) is in
EndK{p-!-H).

5uppose F1 E EndK 1 (p -!- H d and F2 E EndK1 (p -!- H2), where the subgroup chains H 1 ~ f{ 1 and H 2 ~ f{2 both
occur as subchains of some fixed subgroup chain of G for which p is adapted. We wish to examine the complexity
of the matrix multiplication F I . 1"2. There are a munber of special cases to consider corrcsponding to the different
possible orderi ngs of the su bgrou ps H 1, J{1, H 2, ]{21 in the su bgrou p chain. By exch anging PI anel F2 l.he number
of cases under consideration is reduced from six to three. We shall consider one of these cases in detail and then
indicate the adaptations needed to treat the other two.

Thearern 4.5 Let H 1 2: H 2 2: /{t ~ K 2 be a ehain 0/ subgroups of C, and let p be Cl 7'T;presentation 0/ G adapted to
this chain. Suppose that f07' i = 1,2, Fi E End K ; (P..l. Ild. Then the malrix multiplication F1 . F2 can be computed in
no more than

(21)

seaiar operations, where /01' L E {H11 H21 !{I, [{2}, the index PI. nJTlges over all irTeducible representalions 0/ the
subgroup L (up to equivalence) having nonzero multiplicity in P..l. L.

Praaf: Both matrices FI allel 1"2 belong to End l (P..l. II1) and are therefore block diagonal with blocks corresponding
to the restriction of p to H 1. By considering the matrix multiplication one block at a time we may restrict ourselves
to the case where H I = G ancl p is an irreducible representation of G. Even with this reduction, the proof involves
same tedious indexing of the rows and columns of an adapted representation, so to keep the length of OHf formulae
to a reasonable size, we shall restrict ourselves ta the case f{2 = 1; the general result is obtained by an analogous
argument. 50 from now on we assume that Cl =C = H}, O2 = II2 , C3 = f{I and C4 =K 2 = 1.

In this situation it is useful to index the rows or columns of the chain-adaptecl representation P by a 5-tuple,
A = P'2, P2 , A.3, P3, A.4), where for i = 2 or 3, Pi is an irreducible representation of Gi occu r Ring as a matri x d irect
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summand of Pi-I J. Gi, where PI = P and Ai is a variable indexing the particular occurrences of Pi aB a matrix
direct su mmand of Pi -1. \Vhen i = 4, A4 si mply indexes a basis of P3 of dimension M (P3, 1), where 1 is the trivial
representation of the trivial group. Said differently, ).2 indexes the blocks of P4-}]2 which contain copies of P2 and
).3 indexes the blocks of P2 J. J( 1 which contain copies P3. By Lemma 4.2 the entries of a mat,rix PI E EndK (p J. G)
have the form

[F1]A,A 1 = ft().2JA~,P2,P~,A3,).;,P3) .OP3'P~O).4').~

for some complex-valued function ft, and the entries of a matrix, F21 in End 1(pJ. H) have the form

[F2]A,A1 = o).~,).~ ,op~,p~h(p2,A3,A;,P3,P~,).4,A~)

for some complex-valued fundion h. Therefore, the expression for the matrix produd entry [FI . F2]A,AI 18

L ft(A2, A~, P2, P~, A3, A~, P3) . h(p~, ).~, A~,P3, P~, ).4, A~).
).~

The variables appearing in the expression (22) range over values according to Diagram 1.

P2

(22)

1

Diagram 1.

In Diagram 1 a direded edge ßÄer indicates that ß is an irreducible representation which occurs aB a matrix direct
summand of the restrietion of er 1 and that A is a variable indexing the copy of ß in this rcstridion. Thc number
of operations required to compute the matrix produd FI . F2 is then bounded by the number of distind ways of
assigning values to ).2, ).~, P2, p~ 1 ).3, A;, ).~, P3, P;, A4,).~ consistent with the condi tions represented by Diagram 1.

To count this number, fix the two representations p; and P3 and count the number of ways, if any, that the
remaining variables may be assigned values in a manner consistent with the diagram. These variables may be
coHected into five sets corresponding to t.he five edges in Diagram 2; each set consists of the variables that label the
path in Diagram 1 corresponding to the edge in Diagram 2.

1
Diagram 2.

These sets of variables are {A21 P2, ).3}, {).;L {A~}, {A4}, and {A;, p~, A~}. For a given choice of P; ami P3, the
ehoiccs of values for variables in different sets are eompletely independent. Henee the ehoiee of A; is independent
of the choice of ).~. Now consider the set of variablcs, {).2, P2, ).3} whieh eorresponds to the edge from P3 to P in
Diagram 2. Each different way of choosing values of these three variables, eonsistent wi th Di agram 1, corresponds
to a choiee of a eopy of P3 appearing as a matrix dircct. summand of t.he restrietion of P to G3, alld hence there are
M (p, P3) possiblc choices. Similarly, the number of ways of choosing values for the variables in the set corresponding
to any edge directed edge from er to ß in Diagram 2 is M (er 1 ß). Therefore the total nu mber of ways of assigning
values to aH variables in Diagram 1 is

2:= TI M (0: , ß)
P~,P3 ot-ß

11
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where the product in (23) is over all directed edges from ß to Q' in Diagram 2. This is precisely

E M(p, P3)M(p;! 1)lvl(pl p;)M(p;! P3)M(P31 1)
P~,PJ

Substituting PII} = p, PlI'J = p,:!, PK 1 = P3 and PK'J = 1 proves the theorem.

QED

The two other cases we need consider are

and
BI ~ [(1 ~ H 2 ~ [(2.

The remaining three cases follow by symmetry. Extending the proof of Theorem 4.5 to t.hese two other cases is
strietly routine; the important difference is that ot,her diagrams linst. be consiclered. For example, in the case
H 2 2: H 1 ~ J{1 ~ f{2, Diagram 2 must be replaced by

PI

Diagram 3.

P4

but the procedure for obtaining the complexity bOllnd from the diagram is the same.

TheoreIll 4.6 Let H 1 ~ K 1 and H2 ~ [(2 be subg7'OUPS 01 G occtl1'ing in some chm'n 01 subgroups to which lhe
represenlation P is adapted. Stlppose that for i = 1,2, Fi is a malrix in EndKi (p~ Hi).

(i) When II2 ;:: H 1 2:: ]{1 ~ ]{2, the mal1'ix mulliplication PI . F2 can be compuled in no more than

(24)

scalar operations.

(ii) When H 1 2: [(1 ~ H 2 ~ J{2, the mal1'ix multiplication F1 . F2 can be computed in no more than

(25)

scala l' operations.

For L E {H I, H2, J( l! [(2} J the index PL in the above sums ranges over all irredtlCible representations of the StJbgrotlp
L (up to eqtJ ivalence) ha ving nonzero mtJltiplicity in p~ L.

Thus , Theorems 4.5 and 4..6 give exact operatioll counts for the appropriate mat.rix mult,iplicatiolls. Tt is useful
ta provide some notation for these counts.

Defini tion 4.1 Let H 1 ?: ]{1 (md H2 ~ J{2 be a chaill of subgrotJps of G and let P be a repr'esentatiol1 of G. DefiTle
C(p; H 11 J{1; H 2 , ]{2) to be

1. the sum (21) when H1 ~ H2 ~ ](1 ~ ](2,

2. the SlHn (24) wllen H2 2: HI ~ ](1 ~ ]{2! aud

3. the sum (25) wlleu H1 2: !{1 2: H2 ~ J{2.

12



We extend this defin ition to include the three olher possible arrangements 0/ fh! H2 I f{ 1 I !(2 in lhe subgroup cha in,
by the symmetry condition

Jt is clear thai C(p; 111 , J{1; H2, f{2) is an uppcr bound for the complexity of the matrix mu ItiplicatioTl of a matrix
in EndK I (p{. HI) with a matrix in EnclK:I (p{. H2L whatever the order of the subgroups appear the subgroup chain.
The next theorem gives another useful bound.

Theorcrll 4.7 Let H 1 2: f{I and H2 2: [{2 be subgroups 01 G occuring as subchains 01 some chain 0/ SllbgroUPS to
which the represenlalion p is adapled. Lel Cl 2: O2 2:: G3 ~ 0 4 be the 1,€(l1'1'(mgement 0/ lhe lJi and J(i into a single
chain. Then

C(p; Hll 1(1; H21 f{2) :S M(G21 G3 ). L M(PG l l PG 4 )2

PO I ,P0 4

where PG I ranges avcr inequivalenl irreducible representations 01 Cl having 1l0nzero multiplicity in P, mul PG
4

ranges
over inequvalent üTeducible represenlations 0/ G4 having nonzc1'O multiplicily in Pa

l
•

Proof: Far simplici ty we anly cansider the case when H 1 ~ H2 2:: J( 1 2:: K 2; all the ather cases use a similar line of
praaf. First nate that if P is a representatian af C, PK is a representation of a subgroup of G, and H is a subgroup
of G containing ]{, then

M(P,PK) = LM(PIP/I)M(PH1PK)
PH

By Theorem 4.6 we may bounel C(p; H1, I(1; H2, [(2) as follows

<

=

M(H 21 KI) L (2:: J'v1(PH l l PII:I).A.-1(PII :l1 PK:I))

PHI,PK:I PH:I

M(H21 Kt} 2:: M(PH p PK :I)2

PHI,PK:I

QED

Thc cliagrammatic techniqlles illtroduced in the proof of Theorem 4.5 Inay be generalizecl and usccl f.o prove even
better complexity rcslIlts for finite groups than those given in this paper. This approach to Fourier transforms on
finite groups is explained in the sequet [39]. In particular I an appropriate setting for discussing Inllitiplication of
block scalar matrices is a tower of multi-matrix algebras (cf. [34]).

4.3 COlnplexity of the algorithm

\\Te now combine the ideas of Sections 4.1 anel 4.2 to obt.ain some general upper bOllncls for the complexity of a
Fourier transform. Assurne all notation is as in Section 4.1, so that for a fixed subset Y C C, X is a set of words
from a subset S c G, whose prod uets cqual Y I X 0 is obtained by padd ing thc words of X wi th copies of {,he ident.i ty
element on the left lIntil they alt have the same lellgth /1 anel Xk is obtaincel from X o by dcleting k symbols from
the right of each ward. Furthermore , let Xi denote the set of words obtained from words of X by cleleting the ,_. i
leftmost symbols.

Let J(n 2: ... 2:: J(0 be a chain of subgroups of G 1 and assurne that P is adapted to to this ch ai n. Giyen allY
9 E G, define the indices c+ (g) and c- (g) by

I(c+(g)

J(c-(g)

the smallest subgroup in the chain containing 9 and,

the largest subgroup of f{c+(g) in the chain which commutes with g.
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So p(g) E EndK
c

+(I1) (p-!- Kc- (g)). Let bt and bü be such t,hat F(y) E End K + (p-!- J{b-) far each y E Y. Then for any
b
u

0 •

i between 0 anel f we let

bt max{bt, c+(g) : 9 E Xi}

bi min{bü,c-(9):9EX i
}

By Definition 4.1 the number of operations needed to perform thc matrix product p(so) . F i- 1(sn'" sd appearing
in the algorithm (13) is no more than C(p; KC+(60)' Kc-(60); J{b+ 1 f{b~ ) operations.

• -1 ,-I

Theorem 4.8 Let p be a matrix repr'esentation of Gwhich is adapted to Cl chain of subgroups, [(n ~ ... ~ K o. Let
Y C G and for each y E Y let F (y) E End K + (p -!- K b- ). Then the sum (12) may be calculated in less than

b
O

0

(27)
k:;::O .n .. ··oEX"

'O;>!"

scalar operations.

Proof: By the definition of C (Definition 4.1) anel Theorem 4.5, the sum (27) is an upper bound for the number
of scalar operations needed for all the matrix multiplications occurring in the separation of variables algorithm. \Ve
now have to incltlde the matrix additions as weil. The proof of Theorem 4.5 shows that for each Ilonzero entry
of the matrix products, the number of scalar multiplications used in the computation of that entry is one more
than the number of scalar additions. \Vhen we include the scalar additions llsed to compute the matrix additions
occurring in Ollr algorithm we see timt l,he total number or additions used is st,ill no greater thall the total numbcr
of multiplications. Hence the complexity of the algorithm is the same as the total number of multiplications anel is
bounded by the sum (27).

QED

(2:3)
if 9 I- 1,

if 9 = 1.

\Ve now give several simpler bounds that are direct corollaries of Theorem 4.8 and the results of Section 4.2.
For this, it is useful to introduce the IllUltiplicity fUlletion M, defined on G. For a fixed c1Jain of subgroups
G ;::: K n 2: ... ~ ](0 clefine

Par any subset 5 c G define
A1 (5) = max M (5).

~ES

(29)

Corollary 4.9 Let n be a complete set of ineqtJivolc1ll irl'edtJcible mot1'i:r l'cpresenlatiolls for G, odapted to the
subgroup chain f{n ~ ... ~ K o. Let H be a subgrotJp of G, Y a complete set 01 coset representatives for GI H, alld
X a set of facto1'-izations of elements of Y in terms of elements from a subset S c G. Let 'Y !Je the maximum lenglh
of any word in X. Tllen

1'-1

m(R' 1 Y, H) < L L .lvi (so) (30)
k=O 6"---60EX,,

< M(S) [~15:.1] (31)

where X", is obtained Imm X by deleting k elements f7'Om the right 01 each word and then deleting all OCCUf1'ences of
tlle identity as symbols in these wore/s.

Proof: This is an immediate cOllsequence of Theorem 4.8, Theorem 4.7 allel tbe definition of M.

QED
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Rcmarks. 1. Applicatiolls. Corollary 4.9 is the primary result for the applications of Section 5. It. has the virtue
of simplicity, but when n is H-adapted , it does not usc the block diagonal form or the Fourier transforms or the
restricted representations on II. To take this into account, Theorem 4.8 must be used direetly.

2. General resuIts. Corollary 4.9 might be lIseful in the search for general restllts on the complcxity of Fourier
transforms on any finite group, possibly improving on the general bounds of Clausen [19J, or those of Diaconis and
Rockmore [23]. As a first step in this direction 1 let IH ,S (y) be the minimu m non-negati ve integer, I, such that y is
in the same coset of GIH as some product of I element.s of S. The generating funetion pC/1I,j (t) = LYEY tIH,.(Y) is
independent of the choice or coset representatives and is sometimes called the Poillcare POlYllOllliaJ of CIH with
rcspect to S. Note that PG/II,s(1) = LYEl' III,s(yL is the surn of the lengths of minimal coset representatives for

GIH.

Corollary 4.10 Let 'R. be Cl complete set 01 inequivalent irreducible matrix represenlations Jor C, adapted to the
subgroup chain K n ~ ... ~ /(0. Let H be a subgroup oJ G, and }I' a set 01 minimal coset representatives Jor GI H,
relative to the subset, S 01 C. Then

m('R. , }I', H) < M(S).PG/H,S(1)

< M(S)·-y·I; I
where'Y is the maximum length 01 any element 0/ Y in S.

Notice tllat this is a general upper bound, depending only on a set of generators for a finite group, and a subgrollp
ehain.

3. Adapted diaIlleters. In order to use Corollary 4.10 in conjllllction with Theorem 3.2, we must assurne that ~Jr

eaeh i 1 a set of coset representatives for [{j I J{i-I can be expressed in terms of S n f{i. In this case we say that S is
a generatillg set for the chain of subgronps (32).

G = Km ~ ... ~ ](o. (3'2)

\Vhen the subgroup ehain contains both the whole group, C, alld the trivial subgroup, 1, a generating set for the
ehain is ealled a strong gCllcrating set for G with respect to t,he chain or subgroll ps (32). Strang gcnerating sets
arise naturally in the context of many algorit.hmie issues in comput.ational group theory [48]. In particular l fast
algorithms for their eonstruction for stabilizer subgroup chains in permutation groups are a eornerstone for maHy
important techniques [2].

Using the bouncls of Corollary 4.10 in Theorem 3.2, we obt.ain an upper bound Oll the complexity of C in terms
of the quotient sizes jf(ilJ(i-II, multiplieity data M(S) and combinatorial clata in the form of the maximum lengths
needed to construct the eoset representatives at each level. This last aspeet is nicely encapsulated in the notion
or the adapted dimneter or a group with respect to a generating set for a given chain of subgroups (cf. [40] für
details) .

4. Choo~ing thc generating set 01' subgroup chain. The complexity bounds of Theorem 4.8, Corollary 4.9 ,
anel Theorem 3.1 only depenel on the ehoice of subgroup ehain allel on the ehoice of raetorizatioll for group elements 1

e.g. they do not depend on the choice of a particular adapted basis. \Ve 1l0W disellss some ideas whieh guide theBe
choices with the aim of minimizing the eomplexity (27) of the separation of variables algorithm.

Por a fixed fadorizatioll, refini ng the su bgroup chai n always decreases t.he bOIl nd (27). This is because the
complexity for the matrix productl C(p; H I , LI; H 2 , L 2L is deereaseel if we inerease LI or L 2 or if we decrease HI
or H2 . Refining the sllbgroup chain therefore decreases C(p; f(c+(jo), KC-(jo); J(bT 1 /(b~ ). Of course, this is also

,-I .-1
changing the original problem , as wa must assllme our represent,ations ure adapted to the new subgroup chain, EO
that Theorem 4.9 applies; this is an additional hypothesis.

lt is conceivable that for a given group, a natural chain of subgroups may be given; in this case we are faced with
the problem finding a factorization or group elements that makes the separation of variables algorithm efficient. If
we plan to apply separation of variables reeursively through the chain,

(33)
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then the factorization we use must be a refinement of a faetorization using coset representatives
l

and the set of
generators, S, for the factorization is neeessarily a strong generating set (cf. Hcmark 3).

\Ve now construet a strong generating set with minimal M(S). For any subgroups H '2: L in the subgroup ehain ,
this set will also minimize the quantity

over all strong generating se1,s for thc c1lain (33). '\Ve start by defining S(O)
problem for the trivial group. Then we elefine S(i) =Sn f{j induetively by

S(i) =S(i - 1) U (K j n Centralizer(Kj ))

Ko

(34)

I I which clearly solves this

where j is chosen to be maximal with respeet to the property that S( i) generates f{j. By induction, S( i) is a strong
generating set for the chain K j '2: ... '2: f{o anel S =S(n) minimizes both ,1\1(8) anel (34) amongst strong generating
sets. Note that we do not necd to ealculate any restrietion multiplicities to find this generating set.

Minim izing M (8) places a restriet ion on the generators whieh iIIcreases 1, he lengths of factorizat ions. In praeticc
it seems that the advantage of smaBer Illultiplieities outweighs the c1isadvantage of long faetorizations.

The eonverse problem is to construct a subgroup ehain from a generating set so the complexity of thc separation
of variables algorithm is 8mal!. Suppose now, that we are given a minimal generating set l S. Then an arbit,rary
ordering of elements of S as Sll ... , Sn, defines a subgroup chain via J{j = (SIl ... Sj). It is clear that c+ (sd = i for
this subgroup chain. Ir we draw a graph with vertices corresponding to elements of Sand edges between elements
that do not commute then c- (sd ean be read straight from the graph as the largest j such thaI. Sj is not eonneett~d

to any of Sl, ... Sj by an edge. Ordering 8 corresponds t.o labeling the vertiees of this graph with numbers from 1
to n. Finding an ordering of 5 such thaI. the numbers c+ (sd - c- (sd are minimized is related to the problem of
drawing the graph in a form whieh is "elose" to a ehain.

5 Applications

The resltlts of SeciiOlI 4 may be immediately applied to c1erive useful upper bounds for the eomplexitics of many
families of finite groups. \Ve first show how our general maehinery reobtains the best. known F FT's for some abelian
groups, the symmetrie groups and their wreath produets. \Ve then move on to derive new results for some of the
families of classieal groups over finite neids as weil as their various generalizations.

Gur usual approach is via Corollary 4.9. Thus in each situation we require a chain of sllbgroups with aeeompanying
sequence of coset representatives. For families of groups which nest naturally (e.g. symmetrie groups, generallincar
groups) the subgroup chains contain the nesting and we get a reeursive e1eseription of the algorithm. To take fnll
advantage of Corollary 4.9 the coset representatives ShOldcl admit a factorization in terms of a generating set such
that the val ue of A1' on the generators is small.

5.1 Finite abelian groups

Applications in digital signal processing and data analysis motivated the need for a fast cyclic diserete Fouril~r

transform (cf. the exampIe of Section 2. 1) anel more geIle ra] Iy a fast Fourier transform Oll any abel ian groll p [26, 43].
Applieaiion of Corollary 4.9 immediately gives llS some well-knowll results bounding the complexity of thc Fourier
transform on any finite abeliall group.

TheoreUl 5.1 Let A be a ]in ite abeliau group whose on/cf' IlaS the prime faetorizal iou IAI = ]J~ 1 ••• p~~n. Then fo1'
any complete set of irreducible representations n of A,

m

CA ::; TA(n) ::; lAI L 1'jpj.

j=I

Proof: Sinee A is abelian, the irredueible representattons of Aare all one-dimensional. Thus, tlle unique eomplel,e
set of irred llcible representat,ions is adapted with respect. t.o any eh ai 11 of subgroups of G. Let S = A be t he generat ing
set for A. As aB representations of Aare one-dimcnsional, .I\1(S) = 1 with respect to auy chain of subgroups. Ld
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A = I<0 > ... > I<0 = {I} be any chain of Sll bgroups of A. For a fixed i let Yi be any com plete set of coset
representati ves for Ki/Kj -1 alld let X = Yi be the set of t,ri vial factorizations of elements of Yi (i. e, each element
in }i is represented by the one element ward consisting of it.self). ClearlYI Xl =0 so t.hat m(R-K ;, Yi, I<i-d ::; l}iL
by Corollary 4.9. Applying Theorem 3.2 then yields

~ IICI
tA < ~-.-.-. lAi-li

1=1

(35)

Thc righ t-hand side of (35) is a sum of divisors of IAI whose prod uct is eq u al to IA I. Such a S1l m is mi n imized
precisely when each term l]{i I/ IKi -11 is prime. Th is type of chain can always be found inan abel ian group alld any
chain of subgroups of A may be refined to such a chain. Hence the theorem is proved. .

QED

This is essentially the derivation of the well-known Cooley-Tukey FFT [20]. Note that when lAI = 20 we find that
C(A) ::; n .2 0 = IAllog2lAI. For primes greater than 2 other techniques have bcen discovered for further optimizing
the d iscrete Fourier t ransforrn (see e.g. [26J). For any abel iall group A 1 C(A) ~ 8 IA Ilog2 IAI (cf. [9]).

5.2 FFTs for Sn and other Weyl groups

Applications in data analysis as weIl as the analysis of certain random walks related to card shuffiing (cf. [2~})

have motivated reeent work related to Fl'-'T's for the symmetrie group. For a survey of same approaches Lo these
algorithms see [17]. In this section we show how the most efficient known algori thm due to Cl ausen (cf. [17]) ean be
rederived by our general approach anel Lhcn show how our techniques extend c1irectly to t,he other Weyl groups.

For the symmetrie group we use the natural chain of subgroups

So > Sn - 1 > ... > SI ={l} (36)

where Sk is identified wi th the subgrou p of Sn of elements fixing each of the points k + 1, ... , n. This chai n has a
natural generalization in the other \Veyl groups.

TheoreIn 5.2 Let Sn denote lhe symmetric group on n elements. I/ n is any comp/ete set 0/ irreducible 1'epr-esen
tations 0/ Sn adapted 10 the chain 0/ subgroups (36). Then

(11 + l)n(n - 1)
C(Sn) ~ Ts.. ('R.) ::; 3 . 111. (37)

Proof: Take as generating set the pairwise-adjacent transpositions, S = {t2,"" tn}, where tj denotes the trans
position (j - 1, j). Note that

{
tj E Sj and

tj eommutes with Sk for k < j - 1.

Thus, in the notation of Section 4.1

J{c+(tj)

1\:c- (tj)

Sj and

Sj-2.

Furthermore, it is easily derived from the eombinatories ofYoung tablcaux ami "Young's rule" (cf. [32], p. 51) that
the maximum multiplicity oeclirring in the restrietion of any irreelllcible representation from Sk Lo Sk-2 is 2, i.~.

M (Sk, Sk-2) = 2, so that M (tj) = 2. Lastly, note that eoset represelltatives for SnlSn-1 of minimallength in the
gellerating S are given by thc elements

Y {1,tn,tn-ltn"",t2···tn}
{1,(nn-l),(n-2n-1n)"",(1 ... n)}

lf we let X be the correspond ing set of words, then in the notation of Section 4.1
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and the longest produet in X has length I =n - 1. Therefore

Plugging this data into Corollary 4.9 givcs the recurrence ts,. :5 tS"_ 1 + 71(11 - 1) which is easily iterated to finish
the proof.

QED

Reulark. The bound of Theorem 5.2 is on the order of n!{Iog2 n!)3. In this ease the representations given by
Young's orthogonal form or Young's seminormal form (cf. [32], p. 114) are adapted for the ehain of subgroups (36)
for Sn. The resulting algorithm is thc best known for eomputing a Fourier transform on Sn [17J.

The above diseussion for Sn gencralizes naturally to a11 \Veyl groups. The pairwise adjaeent transpositions
eorrespond to simple refleetions, and the ehain of subgroups (36) is the corresponding chain of parabolic subgroups.
From this point of view the coset representatives we llse are qllite natural: thcy are the minimal coset representatives
for the ehain of parabolie subgroups, and their factorization comes from the Bruhat order by taking subwords of the
unique minimal eoset represent,ative of maximallength. In this language (The book [35] is a good reference for the
basic material) thc generalization of Theorem 5.2 to the Weyl groups Bn alld Dn is straightforward.

\Ve shall eonsider the dlains of parabolie subgroups

Bn > Bn - 1 > "',
Dn > Dn - 1 >"',

(38)

and the generating sets consisting of the simple reflections. The minimal eoset reprcsentatives with respect to (38)
are well-known as are explicit expressions for thc corresponding Poincare series. Therc are explieit formlliae for thc
multiplieities of the restrictions of the classical Weyt groups to any parabolic subgroup in terms of the Littlewood
Richardson coefficients .

The resliits we obtain for the grollps Bn and Dn are superseded by the results Oll wreath produets in the next
seetion (cf. Theorem 5.6). However, the tech niqlies used here i11 lIstrate the combinatorial methods used in .01.1 r
COllstruction of FFTs Oll Chevalley gronps (cf. Seetion 5.6).

Theorenl 5.3 Consider the Weyl grottpS B n am' Dn . If'R.n and 'R.D are complete sets 0/ irl'edtlcible T'epT'escntations
01 B n and Dn T'espeetively, eClch adapled to the approp7'iate chain 01 subgroups (98). Then

(i)

(ii)

and

( ) T ( ) 4(71+1)71(71-1) I I
1? Dn :5 D,. RD :5 3 . Dn .

Before we prove Theorem 5.3 we state some lemmas which provide the data needed Lo appty Corollary 4.9 to this
situation.

Lenlma 5.4 (i) The maximum multiplicity occurring in a r'est1'ietion of any irredllcible representation 01 Sn to
Sn-lI Bn to Bn- 1, 01' Dn to Dn- 1 is 2, i.e. M(Sn, Sn-d, At1(Bn , Bn-d, M(Dn , Dn-d ~ 2.

(ii) The maximum dimension 0/ a 1'ep1'esentation 0/ D3~ S4 is 3.

Proof:

(i) It is well-known that for the restr iction of an irredueible representation of Sn to Sn _ 1 is mul tipIici ty-free (see
e.g. [32]) as is timt of Bn to Bn- 1 (see e.g. [55]). The resul t for D n follows easily from that of Bn , and the
fact tImt D n is of index 2 in Bn .

(ii) This follows from the hook formula, see ([32], p. 77).
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QED

The minimal eoset representatives and the sums of their lengths may be found using the following lemma.

LeUUllR 5.5 (cf [35}) Let W be a Weyl group with 5 its set of simple rejlections. For any subset J C 5 let W J

denote the corresponding pambolie subgroup. Let Pw /W J,s(t) denotes the Poincare polynomial of W IWJ in the
variable t. Then the sum of the lengths of the minimal coset repl'esentatives of W IW J is given by

pw/w,,sUl = ~ I:J1[Ns - NJ ]

where pi denotes the derivative with respect to t and rohere Nsand N J are the numbers of rejlections in W I W J and
hence the lengths of the langest elements in W an<! W J respectively. In addition the minimal coset 7'epresentatit1es
for W IWJ and their minim(J1 factorizations oll occur as subwords 0/ a minimal factol'ization foT' WSWJ I where Ws
is the langest element in Wand WJ is lhe langest word in W J.

In Table 1 we summarize the dat3 required to bound the complexities for the \Veyl groups.

W W J M(5) IWI Ns PW/WJ s(1)

5n 5n - 1 2 n! tn(n - 1) ~n(n - 1)
Bn Bn - 1 2 2n 11! n 2 n(2n - 1)
Dn Dn - I 3 2n - 1n! n(n-l) 2n(n-l)

Table 1: Combinatorial data for the \Veyl groups.

It is now straightforward to use to obtain recursive bounds for the reduced complexities of these chains of groups.
Proof: [of Theorem 5.3] From the data; in Table 1, Corollary 4.10 , and Theorem 3.l} we 0 btai n the reeu rrenees
in,. :5 lB"_1 + 2n(2n - 1) and tD,. :5 tD n _ 1 + 671(n - 1). Itcrating thc rcclIrrenee for iHn gives tlJe result, for that
serics of groups} but for tD" we need a more eareful count.

Let 51, ... 1 5 n denote the simple refleetions for Dn 1 in the order shown in diagram 4. Then M (Si) = 2 for
i 2: 4} M (sa) = 3 and 0'\.1 (sd = 1 for i = 1 or i = 2. The maximal minimal eoset representative for DnlD n- l is
8 n ... 835251 83 ... Sn and thc minimal eoset represcntatives have minimal faetorizations given as folIows.

The number of times 83 oeeurs in these words is exactly equal to the number of times SI and 82 oecur in total) so the
average value of M over all oceurrences of symbols in the set of minimal factorizations is 2. The sum of the lengths
of the minimal coset representatives of Dn IDn -1 is 2n (n - 1). Therefore ir we let X be equal to t he set of words
(39)} then we have

2n-2

E E M(ao) = 4n(n - 1).
k=O an···aoEX...

Applying Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 3.1 gives HS tD .. :5 tD,._1 + 4n(n - 1). Solving this reeurrenee eompletes the
proof.

QED
\Ve have already given the minimal eoset representatives for Snl5n- l and DnlD n- I . For D tl I D'l-1 they are

2:- -<
n 2 1- ... • •

11 2- • < •

where 81, .. . 8 n are the si!TIplc reftections of En labelIed aceorcling to diagram 4.

n 2 1
_................. > •
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Diagram 4: Labelling the simple roots.

5.3 Wreath products of the synlllletric group

For wreath products of the form C[SnL a decomposition similar to that used for \Veyl groups is used. \Vrea.th
products are of interest in data analysis as the symmetry groups of nested designs (42] anel in struetural chemistry as
the automorphism groups of non-rigid molecules [54]. They are often studied as the automorphisll1 groups of graphs
obtained by l'composition" (cf. (30]).

Abstractly, C[Sn] has the structure of a semidirect product cn x Sn in the following way. Elements of this group
rnay be described by pairs (/; (T) where / : {1 , .. '1 n} ---+ C, and Sn aets on cn by

for 1r E Sn and / E cn. Multiplication is defined by

where / . 9 lf U) = I (j)g" (j). In this notation it is clear that both Sn and cn are naturally identi fied wi th su bgrou ps
of C(Sn] and tImt under such an identification Gn is anormal subgroup anel the grollp so defined is a semidirect
product of these subgroups. It is not too diffieult to see that such a eonstruction makes sense for any permutation
group H < Sn. A thorough but accessible treatment of wreath produds may be founel in {37].

A slight modification of the techniques lIsed in Section 6.2 far the symmetrie grollp yields comparable results for
their wreath products. In this case we willuse the chain of subgroups

G[Sn] > G x C[Sn-l] > G[Sn-tl > ... (40)

where C[Sn-tl < G[Sn] c1enotes the subgrollp of elements (/; (T) for which (T lies in 5n- 1 ancl /(n) is the identity
element of C.

Theorenl 5.6 Lel C[Sn] denale lhe wrealh pmduct al Sn by lhe finite gmtlIJ C ami let da denole lhe maximum
dimension 01 an itTeducible represenlalion 0/ C. Lei R is any complele set 0/ irredtlcible representatio11s 0/ C[S~]
adapted to the chain of stlbgmups (40). Then,

[
(11+1)11(1/.-1) 2 ]

C(C[Sn]) :5 To[s .. ](R) :5 IC[Sn]I 3 (da) + nto .

Proof: Note that coset representatives for G[Sn]/G x G[Sn-tl can be chosen to be the same as for Sn/Sn-l ~:o

that these coset representatives can be written as words in S, the set or pairwise-adjacent transpositions in Sn. Tbe
transposition tj lies in C[Sj] anel commutes with C[Sj-2]. So if we llse the chain of subgroups

and the fact that the restrietion of representations from G[Sj] to C x C[Sj-d is multiplicity-free (see e.g. [37]) be
find that M(S) is 2db, for da thc maximum dimension of an irreducible rcpresentation of G. Using the minimal
coset representatives for Sn/Sn-I as coset representatives ror G[Sn]/G x C[Sn-tl we obtain the relation

ta[s .. ] < taxa[s,,_d + 11(n - l)(da )2

< ta[Sn_d + tc + 11(11 - 1)(da)2.

Applying this inequality recursively proves the theorem.

QED

Reluark. Given a subgroup chain for G it is possible to COIIStruct a chain of subgroups or C[Sn] refining the chain
(40). Bases adapterl to the subgroll p chain (40) have been constructed and tlie above cl iscussion recovers the beE t
known algorithm for wreat,1i products of the form C[Sn] (cf. [46]).
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5.4 A new FFT fo~ the general linear group over a finite field

Let GLn (q) denote the grou p of invertible n x 11 matrices wi th entries in the field of q elements w here q is a prime
power. For data analysis, these groups and thcir generalizations are of interest as the automorphism groups of the
many designs based on fin ite geometries and codes (see e.g. [J]) . Throllghout th is sect iOIl all matrix groups are
assllmed to be over F q, the finite field of q elements. Thus, GLn == GLn (qLetc.

To apply the results of Section 5 to these groups, we will consider the chain of subgroups

GLn > Pn > G'Ln- 1 X OLl> GLn- 1 > ... > CL 1

where Pn is the subgroup of G Ln of all block matrices of the form

(~)

(41)

(42)

alld GLk X CL 1 is identifiecl with the subgroup of block c1iagonallI1atrices of the form Diag(A, h, In-k+d with A in
GLk and bk in G LI and Ir denoting thc r X r identity matrix. 3

Theoreln 5.7 Let 'R. be any complete set of il'l'educible representations of GLn (q) adapted to the chain of subgl'OtJps
(41). There is a positive constant, J( J independent of 11 and q! such that for any n ;:::: 2J q ~ 2J

(43)

\Ve postpone the proof of Theorem 5.7 in order to first collect the preliminary results nccessary for applying
Corollary 4,9. As before, we seek generators for the suceessive sets of eoset representat,ives for which the values of
Mare low.

Let Eij be the matrix thai is zero everywhere except for a 1 in the ij entry. For any x in F q define Xi,j(x) =
1+ XEi,j when i "# j, and let X;,;{x) = I + (x - l)Ei,i' Also let I'i denote the transposition matrix Ei-l,i + Ei,i-1'

These elements generate G Ln [33) alld will serve as our generating set.
Factorizations of coset representatives of GLn / Pn are easily derived from the BnIilat decomposition for GLn (sl~e

[33\ 15]) Those for Pn/(GLn X GLt} may be derived using some simple matrix algebra.

Lemma 5.8 (i) CLn = U~;:l(Xk,k+ltk+t}·· ·(Xn- 1,n ln).Pn.

(ii) Pn =Xn-l,n(.rYn-2,n-ltn-t}··· (X1,2t2).t3·· ·tn-l.Xn-1,n(1).(GLn-1 X GLt).

We now need to ea1culate the the value of M on the elements Xi,i-l' Xi-l,i, ancl ti. As a first step note that all
these elelnents are in CLi and conlnlute with GLi-2. Hence we fiUst bound Ar1(GLn , CLn- 2). Furthermore,
Xt,i lies in the cent.re of GL n - 1 x GLI.

Leuuna 5.9 (i) The ma:rimum multiplicity occuring in the reslricl1'Ol1 0/ any 1'epreseutation G Ln to G Ln- 1 rw

more than 2n- 1.

(ii) There is a constantJ J( > 0J stich that fo1' any Tl 2: 1 aud q 2: 2, the number of conjugacy classes of GLn(q) is
less than qn + J( qn -3 .

(iii) The maximum mtJlliplicity occuring in the f'Cstriclion 0/ (my representatiol1 01 GLn Lo GL o - 2 is less thon
22n - 3 (qn-1 + J( qn-4).

Proof: (i) follows straight from the paper of Thoma [50]. (ii) follows more or less direetly from the asymptot,ics of
St.ong [49]. For the sake of completeness we prove this here, but. postpone the proof to t.he appendix which follows
this section. (iii) then follows from (i) and (ii) by noting that M(CL n , GLn - 2 ) is bounded by the produet of the
number of representations of GLn- 1 with M(GLn,GLn-d and J\.1(GL n - 1,GLn- 2).

3 In general, it will be useful t.o adopt the standard notation that if B}, ... ,B r are square matriccs of dimensions d 1 , .•• ,d r , thell Id

Diag(B" ... , B r ) = (B, ffi··· ffi B r ) denot.e the block diagonal mat.rix with ith block equal to Bi.
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The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.9.

Corollary 5.10 (i) MXt,i = 1.

(ii) Let 9 EGLi and commute with GLi-2. Then M(g) ::; 22i - 3(qi-l + qi-4).

We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.7.

Proof: [of Theorem 5.7.] Applying Corollary 4.9 to the factorization of the first part of Lemma 5.8, gives lIS that

<

<

so for n 2: 2 we obtain

Applying the same result to the second factorization of Lemma 5.8 gives

n-l n

lp.,. ::; ICL n _ 1 xGL I + qn-l M(GLn , G Ln - 2) + L: qk M(GLkl GLk - 2) + L: q . M(GLk, G Lk-2).

k=2 k=3

By Theorem 3.3

t < t 122n 2n-2(l f" -3)
P n - tGL n _ 1 + GL 1 + "5 q + \. q .

Now we lIse these ineqllalities recursively. In the case of GLI we use the naive bound of q - 1 for tGL
1

• A careful
look at the inequalities above shows that we have dropped several negative terms along the way, and that these terms
dominate all the tGL 1 terms that appear. ThllS we may ignore the tGL 1 terms that appear during the recursion and
at the bottom of the recursion. Summing all the other terms that appear gives thc final resllit

QED

Remarks. 1. The constant. There is nothing particularly special about thc exponent -~~ appearing in the factor
(1 +K q-3). We have shown, llsing a computer algebra package, that this can be replacecl by a factor of (1 + J< q-JC)
for k ::; 200 and we conjectllre that in fact we may take J( = O. This conjecture has been verified by computer for
2 ::; n ::; 200.

2. F1.lrthel' iInprovenlents. By improving the bound for tGL'J we can improve on Theorem 5.7. Application of
the resu Its of [38] show that tG L'J :$ 200q log q. In fact, a general ization of Oll r methods 1 appl ierl to the appropriate
subgroup chain of G L2 shows that tGL'J may be bounded by 5q - 3; for details see [39].

3. Variations of thc algol'itlnn. There is of course nothing canonical about either the generators chosen here for
GLn or the subgroup chain. lt seems highly likely that better choices for either are possible. Always, commutativity
will need to be exploited alld here it may be necessary to effectively compute the centralizers of various subsets of
elements. Towards this end, recent advances in computational group theory for matrix groups [6] may prove useful.

4. Other work. The problem of finding an efficient algorithm for compllting a Fourier transform for GL'l(q) was
first considercd in [41]. There an algori thm is proposed wh ich llSes "models" (cl ireet sums of inclllced one-di melIsion al
representations which contain each irrcd lIci ble of the group exadly once) to compute a FOll rier transform for G LI1 •

In so doing the algorithm proceeds in two parts: (1) Computing the Fourier transform at rcducible representatioHs
which are given by monomial matrices and then (2) applying projection operators to these reducible matrices in
order to obtain collection of unique irredllcible Fourier transforms. Same simple asymptotics for the bounds they
obtain yield an estimate for the complexity of their algorithm to bc
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5. Direct approach. It is also necessary to compare our algorithm with the algorithm which uses the subgroup
cllain but does not factor t.he coset representatives ami thus performs direct matrix multiplication of the twiddle
factors. Straightforward analysis then shows that such an algorithm yields an upper bound which depends on the
ll1 aximum degree of an irred ucible representation of GLn 1 Which is of the order of qHn:J - n). This di reet algori tltm
gives an upper bound of

O(nq!(n:J- 3n)IGLn (q )1)·

5.5 The unitary group over a finite field

Let Un (q2) denote the grou p of uni tary n x n matrices with entries in the Reld of q2 elemen ts, relative to the Held
automorphism of order 2, where q is some prime power. We shall often abbreviate this to Un . To simplify our
calculations we shall always assume that q is odd. We consider the chain of subgroups

Un > Un - 1 > ... > U1 (44)

where Uk is identified with the subgroup Diag(Uk, In-k) of Uno

Theorelll 5.11 Let R. be any complete set of irreducible l'epresentations oJ Un(q2) udapted to the clwin of subgmups
(44). There is a positive constant} K} stich that for any Tl ~ 2} q ~ 2}

(45)

\Ve shall first prove the following weaker but simpler result:

Claim: \Vith all notation as in Theorem 5.11,

(46)

Ta prove the Claim we proceed a.<; in the case of GLn ami obtain a factorization of any element of Un as a
product of matrices which are either diagonal or have a single 2 x 2 block with ones on the diagonal elsewhere. The
multiplicity results we will need are given in the following lemma.

Lelllma 5.12 (i) The ma:rimum multiplicity occun'ng in the restrietion Un.J- Un- 1 is 1.

(ii) Thel'e is a constant, K > G} such that for any n 2:: 1 and q ~ 2, the number of conjugucy classes of Un(q2) is
less than qn + 2qn-1 + 4qn-2 + K qn-3.

(iii) The maximum multiplicity occuring in the restriction Un {.Un- 2 is less than qn + 2qn-1 + 4qn-2 + K qn-3.

Proof: (i) is a resnlt of Hagedorn [29]. (ii) is proved in the appendix which follows this scction. (iii) is a direet
consequence of (i) and (ii).

QED

So as to not und uly interrupt the {Iow of the seetion the necessary factor izö.tion of coset representati ves of Un / Un _. 1

is obtained using some simple geomet,ry in the appendix which follows this section. To state the result succinctlYI
we let UdXl1 X2) be the block diagonal matrix with l's on the diagonal except for a 2 x 2 block of the form

This matrix is in Un (q2) provided that x~+q + x~+q = 1.

Lenlma 5.13 Let N be the group homomorphism on px given by N(a) = Q'1+q (md let R. be a complete set of
coset rep1''esentatives for F x /ker N. Then every coset of Un / Un-1 has at least one coset representative of the JOr1n
e . a2 ... an, where e is an element of F satisJying fl+q = 1 and for 2 :5 i ::; n - I, the 111 atrix aj Iws one 01 th e

following forms
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(A) ai :::= Ui(1', x) f01' same r E R, x E F such that r 1+q + x 1+q
:::= 1.

(E) ai :::= ti+l udr, x) fo1' same l' E R, x E F such that r1+q+ x 1+q
:::= 1.

(C) ai :::= titi+l Ui (1', ro) I where l' is the unique element of R with r1+q
:::= t, and 0 E F satisfies Ol+q :::= 1.

The factot' an has the form (A).

\Ve can now prove the claim.
Proof: [of the Claim.] Applying Corollary 4.9 to the factorization o(Lemma 5.13, shows that

tu .. <

<

[

n-l]
IU"_1 + qn-l(qn - (-1)") 1 + gn_l(q2) + 3(; gk_l(q2)

IU"_1 + 4q3n-2(1 + 2q-l + 4q-2 + J(lq-3)

for some constant K 1 , where gdq2) denotes the numher of conjugacy classes of Un(q2). Using this inequality
recursively and noting that tu 1 ::; q + 1 gives the result (46).

QE:D

With these prelimillary results in hand we now easily prove Theorem 5.11.
Proof: [of Theorem 5.11.] The improvement 011 the Claim comes from looking at t.hc matrix multiplications
in the separation of variables algorithm more carefully. Suppose we are computing the Fourier transform. at the
adapted irreducible representation, p. At some point in the algorithm we will calculate matrix products of the form
p(an )· h(p.!. Un- I), where an E Un commutes with Un-2 and h(p.!. Un-I) is in (End Vp)h .._

l
• To obtain thc complexity

result (46) we used. the bound of A1(an)d~ for the complexity of such a matrix multiplication-a bound which comes

witllOut assuming any special form of the matrix h(p.!. Un-I). However, we could get a beUer result by using part
Theorem 4.7 to bound the complexity of that matrix multiplication:

C(p; Un , Un - 2 ; Un - 1 , 1) ::; d;
Using this new complexity gives us

tu. < tu._, + qn-l (qn - (-I)") [1 + 1+ 3~ 9k- dq2 J]

< tUn._l + 6q3n-3(1 + 2q-l + 4q-2 + ]{2q-3)

Using this bound recursively proves the theorem.

QED

5.6 Chevalley groups

The techniques used to compute a Fourier transform in GLn may be extended in a relatively straightforward manlll~r

to Chevalley groups and other finite groups of Lie type. \Ve refer the reader to thc book of Carter [14] for definition3.
'We limit the current cliscussion to the classical Chevalley groups although thc techniques generalize in a natural way
to other finite groups of Lie type.

As usual 1 let An (q), Bn (q), Cn (q), D n (q) denote the simply connected farms of the Chevalley grollps over a fini Le
field with q elements. Any Chevalley group, G, has a sllbgroup chain analogous to (41), where Pn - 1 is replaced
by a maximal parabolic subgroup GLn - 1 x CL1 by its reduetive part, allel GLn - 1 by thc semisimple part of the
parabolic subgroup. More spccifically, we shall label the simple roots of a rank H group from 1 to n in the order
shown in Diagram 4. Then Pk will denote the parabolic subgroup corresponding to the set of simple roots labeled
from 1 to k with reduetive part Lk and semisimple part Gk (not to be confused with the exceptional group G2 ). For
any Chevalley group C the chain of subgroups we shall use in the construetion of a fast Fourier transform on G, will
always be

(47)
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TheoreIn 5.14 Ther'e exisl positive conslants f{n/ such that fo1' any n 2: 2, q ~ 2/

(i) TA .. (q) ::; J(nq 2n+1.IA n (q)1

(ii) Tn .. (q) ::; j{nq5n-3.JBn(q)/

(iii) Tc,,(q) ::; J{nq50-3. lC'n (q)l

Ov) TDn(q) ::; f{nq5n-6.IDn (q)L fo1' n ~ 4, and T D3 (q) ::; ]{3q l0.ID3 (q)L fo1' n::;::: 4

where the comp/exities are laken with respect to a comp/ete set of represenlations adapted to the chain (47).

\Ve shall give the proof of Theorem 5.14 after we have collected some lemmas on multiplici t ies and faciori ng
elements in these groups.

\Ve refer the reader to [14J for all thc relevant notation. For any root Q' in the root system of Go 1 we let Xa
denote the corresponding root subgroup. \Ve also let Sa denote the corresponding involution in the \Veyl group, and
let n a be an element of N mapping onto Sa where N comes from the BN-pair for Go. \Ve shall denote the simple
roots Q' 1, ... , Q' 0 accordi ng to Diagram 4. \Vi th the exception of t.he root 0'3 of D3 , wc know th at Xai and n a ; 1ie in
Gi ami commutc with Gi-2. Consequcntly, the construetion of an FFT llsing a factorization in terms of the X a ; or
n a i I will require th at we understand thc maximu ll1 mu Iti plici ty J\;f (Gi I Gi- 2)'

Lenuua 5.15 Lel G t K be one of the restnctions, An (q) t An - 2(q), Bn(q) t Bn- 2 (q), C'71(q) -1- C'71-2(q) 01' D71 (q) t
D n - 2 (q). Thell fOT' fixed n the maximum Tnultiplicily M (G, J{) is bounded by Cl funclion of q 01 the form O(qG(G,K)),
whe1'e

u(G, I<) ::;::: ~ [dim G - rank G - dim K - rank K] .

Proof: This is proved in the appendix following ihis sect.ioll IIsing an argument duc to Tom Hagedorn. See aLso
[29].

QED

Thc other piece of iuform ation we need concerns the factoriza t ion of coset representatives in terms of the elaments

X a ; and na;'

LeIIuua 5.16 Lel G be a simply connecled Chevalley group with Weyl group Wand let J be any subset of the set
of simple rools ofW. Let W J denote fhe parabolic stJbgroup corl"esonding to J and W J the the sel of minimal coset
reprcsentatives fo1' W /WJ. We let N, NJ denote lhe numbeT' of positive 1'Oots of W, W J respeclively. Also lel PJ
denole the parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to J, let LJ and UJ be its reductive and m.aximaluormal uTlipotent
pa,-ts, let Z(LJ) be the center 01 LJ ami GJ be the semisimple part of LJ . Then

(i)

G::;::: LI
wEWJ

where the w = Sßl ... sßI< is a reduced expression for w in terms 0/ simple reflections.

(ii) PJ ::;::: UJ . LJ and IUJI ::;::: qN-NJ.

(iii) lf G is not of type G21 then thenJ is a sequence, ß1, ... I ßm of simple raots such lhat UJ ~ TIi Xßi over any
field 01 odd characteT'istic.

(iv) LJ ::;::: ZLJ.GJ and ILJ/GJJ::;::: (q _1)rankG-IJI.

Proof: (i), (ii) and (iv) follow from the first two chapters in Carterls book [14]. (iii) follows frlllo the Steinberg
commutator relations in thc form given in ([15],Theorem 12.1.1).
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QED

Proof: [of Theorem 5.14.] \Ve let Nk denote the number of posit.ive roots of Gk. First we assume that Tl > 2 in the
cases where G n is of type A, B, or C, and n ;::: 4 in thc case that G has type D. From the lemma it is clear that
IGn / Pn I is a polynomial of degree Nil - Nn - 1 in q and that any coset of Gn / Pn has a coset rcpresent,ative of ICllgth
no more than Nn - Nn - l in the generators (Xa llo.). Therefore

ta. < (N" - N,,_,) I;: IM(O", 0"-2) + tp.

< O(qN n -N,.-I+C1(G.. ,G n -'J)) + tp
n

•

Now let Un denote the maximal normal unipotent subgroup of Pn and let "ITl be such that Un is contained ll1 a
product of no more t.han "In simple root subgroups (independent of qL then

and therefore tGn ::; O(qNn-Nn-l+C1(Gn,Gn-':I)) + tG"_l' A quick glance at Table 2 verifies t.hat. for all the series of
groups, Nn - Nn - t + u(Gnl G n - 2) is an increasing function of n, and hence that

for the series A, B, C. For these three series, Cl = Al (q) and hence tG 1 is bounded by O(q3) using a naive method
of calculating a Fourier transform. For the D series of groups ami n 2: 4 we have

t < O(q5n-6) + lD n _ 0 3

and tD 3 may be bounded by O(qIO) using similar techniques. Hence we see t,hat when n ~ 2, in the A, B, or C case,
or n ~ 4 in the D case, we have

QED

C Il Nn u( Cn I Cn - 2) Nn - Nn - t +u(Gn, Gn - 2)

An(q) !n(n + 1) n+l 2n +1

Bn(q) n2 3n - 2 5n - 3

Cn(q) n 2 3n - 2 5n - 3

Dn n2 - n 3n - 4 51l - 6

Table 2: Combinatorial data for Chevalley groups.

Appendix A: Proofs of thc techllicallenlmas

Now we shall indicat.e the proofs of some lemmas used in t.he explicit calculations of Seet.iOlI 5. These concern
estimates of the number of the number of conjugacy c1asses of the general linear and unitary groups, the derivation
of the factorization for coset representatives of Un/Un- l , ancl bounds for the mlllt.iplicity of restrietions between
Chevalley groups.

A.l Conjugacy classes

The generating funetions for the number of conjugacy c1asses of GLn(qL the number of canonical forms of 1l X n
mat.riccs over F q and the nII mber of conj ugacy cl asses of Un (q2) are e10sel y related. Define

00 1+ aln

Fo(q, t) =TI 1 _ dk
n=l 1
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and let ! ° (q; a) be the coefficient of I.° in thc expansion of Fa (q, t) considered as apower series in t. Thcn by resu Its
of [49] and [53] f n (q; -1) is the number of conj ugacy cl asses of GL(q), ! 0 (q; 0) is t hc number of c3nonical fonns of
Tl X n matrices over F q, and !° (q; 1) is the nu mber of conj ugacy classes of Un (q2); The first rcsul t we need to bou nd
fo(qj a) is an asymptotic result due to Stong.

Leluma 5.17 (Stong)

1 [ 1 1 ]fn(q; -1) = qO + -2 --1- + (_1)0_-1- q~ + O(qt)
l-q'- l+q:l

os n tends to infinity, Jor fixed q.

Proof: F-1 (q ,l) is a meromorph ic funetion of t in 11. I < 1 wi th isolated poles at, t he k- th roots of q-1 for k ~ 1.
The asymptotics come from considering the behavior at the poles q-l) q- ~, and q- ~. See [49] for det,ails.

QED

Corollary 5.18 Define

B (I.) = n°O 1+ at
k

a 1 _ tk
k=l

Then Ba(t) is an analytic Junction oJt in Itl < 1, provided that a.2: -1. lVe have Fa(q,t) = Ba(t)F_ 1 (q,tL and
hence

as n tends to infinilYI for fixed q ami {lIed a '2: -1.

Proof: The residues of Fo:(q,t) at q-t differ from those of F_ 1(q,t) by a faetor of Bo:(q-t).

QED

To obtain more useful bounds for !n(q; a) we now consider some explicit formulae. Let P(n, k) denote the number
of partitions of n into k parts. For any nonnegative integer, m, define

when m .2: 1 and

when m = O.
(48)

hf.J(q;a) = IIhm;(q;a).
i~1

Then is is clear that
fo (qj a) =L h/l (q; a).

pl-n

Ir we now define
fn,k(q; a) = L hp(q; a)

iJEP(n,k)

then f n (q ja) =L~=1 f 0 ,k (q; aLand iL is easy Lo see that, f° ,k satisfies the recurrence relation

fo,k =Q!n-l,k-l + fn-k,k + a!n-k,k-l.

This in turn shm....s that for k > ~ and p = n - k + 1 we have

fo,dq; 0) =qo-2P+l !zp-l,p(Q; 0)

so the high order coefficicnts of the poly nomial J° (q; 0') are independent of n.
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Theorenl 5.19 There is a constant Ko: independent of 11 and q such that

for any n ~ 1 and q ;::: 2.

Proof: First we prove the case where 0' 2: O. In this case fn(q; 0') is a polynomial in q of degree 11 with positive
coefficients. Using the recurrence relation (49) we see that for fixed n and 0'

Jn(q; 0') ::; qn + 2.(0' + l)qn-l + (0' + 1)(0' + ~)qn-3 + Pn-4(q; 0'))

where Pn -4 (q; a) is a polynomia} of degree n - 4 in q. By Lemma 5.17 we know th at for each 0' and q t,here is a
constant J(0: (q) such th at

fn(q; a) ::; Ba(q-l )qn + /{o(q)q.tt.

But q4-n . Pn-4(q; 0') is a decreasing function of q, so

Pn-4
n-4 Ba (2- 1

) 2n + J{ er (2)2n/ 2

< q. 2n - 4

< f{o:. qn-4

where J(a =16 (B(2- 1
) + J(a (2)).

Now eonsider the case when Q' is less than zero. In this case it's clear that In,,..(q; 0') ::; Jn,k(q; 0). Henee

Jn,.(q;a) < Ct/n,.(q;a)) + Pn-4(q;O)

< (t Jn,k(q; Ct)) + K o.qn-4
k=n-3

QED

The same techniques can be used to find any finite number of thc highest degree coefficients of In (q; 0'). In the
case 0' = -1 we conjecture that fn(q; -1) has coeffieient 0 in all degrees strictly greater than ~ but strictly less than
n. This has been verified for n ::; 400 and is equivalent to the following statement.

N

Conjecturc. In the ring of formal power series in q-l, L q-2php-l,p(q; -1) = q-l.
p=1

A.2 Caset representatives for Un/Un- 1

The group Un -1 (q2) aets transitivelyon the unitary unit n-sphere, cOllsisting of aB column vect.ors (Xl, ... , x n )T with
entries in F q'J such th at L~=1 Xk+q = I. The stabi lizer of the point (0, ... , 0, 1)T is Un -1. 1'0 0 btain a fact.orization
of eoset representatives according to Lemma 5.1:{, it suffices to show how LO IISC the inverses of elements of the fOrIllS

(A), (BL or (CL referred LO in that lemma to rotate an arbitrary vector in the ullitary sphere onto (0 , ... 1 0, l)T. \Ve
assurne we are working in odd characteristic.

As in thc statement of Lcm ma 5.13, we let N denote the group homomorpll ism N (0') = cy 1+q. N is an cpi morphism
onto the group of nonzero elements of the subfield of q elements. \Vc let R bc a complet.e set of eoset representatiV(:s

of F;2/ ker N.
Now consider an arbi trary element, x = (x 1, ... Xn)T of t he uni tary uni t sphere. If thc vector (x 1 ~ xz) haB nonzero

unitary norm, then choose an element , s ERsuch that N(s) = x~+q + x~+q. Hence (xI/s, X2/S) is a unit veetor
and so by the transitivity of U2 on the unitary 2-sphere, it is c1ear that wc can choose y E F q'J and r ERsuch that
tl2(r , y)-l maps (Xl, X2) onto a multiple of (0, 1).

In the case where x~+q + x~+q = 0 it is possible that cit.her x~+q + x~+q or x~+q + x~+q is Ilonzero. In the fir~lt

case multiplying x by h brings the vector iuto a form where the vector of the first two componcnts has a nonzero
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(50)

norm, anel in thc second case multiplication by t 3 • 12 achieves this. Ir neither of these ihree cases hold, t.hen the
vector (Xl, X2, X3) must be zero (this requires that the characteristic is not 2). Therefore it is always possible to map
X onto a veetor with zero first component" using thc inverse of a matrix of form (A), (B) or (C), provided n is greater
than 2.

Now we may apply the same met.hoel to map x onto a vector with the first two cntries zero, the first threc, and so
on. Finally we ontain a veetor with anly the last two entries nonzero. Clearly we ean use the inverse of an element,
of form (A) to map this vector anto a vector with only the last entry Ilollzero. As the veetor so obtained is a unit
veetor, it must have the form (0, ... 0, c) for same f with [1+q =1.

A.3 11ultiplicities of restrietions in Chevalley groups

Now we shall prove Lemma 5.15 on the multiplicities of restrietiolls in Chevallcy groups. The proof we use was
suggested by Tom Hagedorn and follows the line of argument of his thesis [29]. We shall limit ourselves io abrief
sketch of ihis argument. As llsllal we shall always as8l1me the eharacieristie is oclel.

First we note that if G ;::: H 2: K, then lT(G, K) = O'(G, II) + O'(H, K) + rank H where 0' is as in Lemma 5.15.
But

M(G, I<) :5 M(G, H)M(II, K) IJiI
where il clenates ihe set of equivalence classes of irreclueible representations of H. The bounds we need follow from
the same resul t for the rest riction of irreduei ble representations from An (q) ta An _ 1(q), E n (q) to Bn _ 1(q), Cu (q) to 
Cn- 1(q) or Dn(q) io Dn- 1(q).

The problem of bounding multiplicities ean also be reduced, as folIows, to bounding t,he pairing of a Deligne
Lusztig charaeter of C, restrieted to Il, with a Deligne-Lusztig eharacter of H: let us say that a linear combination
is bounded if the lIumber of terms may be bounded indepenclcntly of q and the coeffieiellts mayaiso be bOllnd(~d

independently of q. Then for any irreducible eharacter, X, of C (or of H) there is a bounded linear eombination of
Deligne-Lusztig eharacters whieh is the eharacter of a representation containing X.

\Ve shall now lei G and 1I denot.e connected rednctive algebraic groups of classical type ovcr an algebraieally
c10sed field of odd charaeteristic, and we leL F be a Probenious map. Suppose T, T' are F -stable maximal tori of
G and H respectively and 0, ()' are irredueible eharaeters of T F and (T')F respeetively. As usual, R.r,s denotes tlle
Deligne-Lusztig eharaeter assoeiateel to T anel 0 (cf. [2]] for the complet.e definit.ions). Then the pairing of Rr,stH F

with RTI,Sl has the form

Qc~(~)( )Qc~(~)( )
T U T' U

(R-r,d HF , RT',B') = LL L a(s,w,w',tl) W

1

,.' I

J U w,w ' CC~(~)F(U)

where s varies over HF eonjugaey c!asses of element.s in (T')F, u varies over unipoteIlt, conjugacy classes of ti;
eonnected centralizer Cjj(s)F; Tw , T~J are F-stable maximal tori in C~(s), c7{(s) respectively, and the Q's are
Greenpolynomials. For a given s, u , Tw , T~!" the term

(51)

is a funetion of q thai ean be bounded by O(qo(G,H)-Q(~,u)) where

and for any given s the inner summations in (50) are a boullded linear eombination of terms of the form (51);
a(s, w, w', u) mayaiso be bounded independently of s. Note that there are only fi!litely mallY (a number boundecl
independently of q) d itrerent forms that the term (51) ean have gi yen G and H.

Therefore, to obtain abound for the pairing (50) ii suffices to bouud a(sl u) allcl t.hen cletermi.ne how many s this
bouud applies to.
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To bound dimCc g(6)(U) -dimCC~(6)(U) we can reduce {,o t.he case where G and H come from olle of the series of

classical groups: 8 L(11), 50 (2n + 1), Sp(2n), or 50(211.). 111 this case the cOllneded centralizer) C?f (s) is determin/:d
IIp 1.0 isomorphism by the characteristic polynomial of S cOllsidered as an element of H; up 1.0 isogellY it is simply
a product of groups corresponding to different eigenvalues of s. The characteristic polynomial of s considered aB an
element of G may be obtained from its characteristic polynomial as an element of H by multiplying by either 1 or 2
factors of (t - I); I factor in the case of restricting from An 1.0 A n- l and 2 in the cases of restricting from B n 1.0 B n - ll

Cn 1.0 C n - l and Dn 1.0 Dn - l . Hence the centralizer, C&(s), only differs from C'ff(S) in the fador that corresponds
1.0 the eigenvaluc 1 of s. Having obtained the form of the centralizers, the formulas in [14] p. 398 (see also the article
of Springer and Steinberg in [12]), may be used 1.0 compute the dimensions of centralizers of IlI1ipotent elements l in
order 1.0 bound dim C'Cg(6)(U) - dimC'c~(,)(u) in terms of the multiplicity) m, of 1 as an eigenvaille of s. We call
this bound ßm.

Hence we ean bound O'(s, u) from below by a funetion, O'm) of m and the number of s in (T')F with a given m
can be bounded by o (q"'fm ) for some easily determined fllndion Im' To prove t.he theorem we need only verify that
O'm - "'Im ;::: 0 for all possible values of m. \Ve present this verifieation in the form of a table.

Rcstriction ßm O'm Im O'm -Im Maximum m

An-l-An- 1 2m+ 1 n-m max{n - m, O} 1 or 0 n

BntBn- 1 2m+ 1 2n-m 1 rn-I 711 1 211. - 1n- -~ 11.- T- 2"

C'n-l-C'n-l 2m+3 2n - m - 2 n -1- T n - ~-1 2n - 2

Dn -l- Dn - I 2m+ 1 271 - m - 2 Tl -1- T n- T-1 2n - 2

Table 3: Verification of Lemma 5.15.

For the proof 1.0 make sense for D2 t D I we have 1.0 replaee D1 by a 1 dimensional torus. We have now proved the
lemma.

6 Further improvements and directions

Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4,9 are partieularly easy 1.0 llse but are by no means the best f(~ults possible. We no
briefly describe some of the improvcments we have obtainecl J which will appear in the second part of t,his paper [39J.

6.1 Variations on the nlain results

In many eases) further savings can be realized in the the Fourier transform is treated as a collection of sealar
eqllations rather ihan as a matrix eqnation. The separation of variables idea still applies 1.0 the scalar setting, but
now a reeursive sum of produets of numbers, as opposed io matrices, is obtained. These produds may be computed
in any order. COllsequently, the scalar separation of variables algorithm posscsses a flexibility which is not present in
the matrix separation of variables algorithm: the ability 1.0 choose the order in whieh the factors are summed over.
Roughly speaking) this flexibility allows us LO sum over fadors with a low value of M first, successively building
the eomplete computation. In praetice the first summations we perform occllr the most times in the separation of
variables algorithm (in the matrix ease) this amounts to saying that the sets Xk get srnaller as k inereasesL so by
ensuring these sums are done quicker, we make the whole algorithm more efficient.

The sums that oeenr in the scalar separation of variables algorithm are generalizations of the surn (22L and the
factors that appcar are indexed by collections of representations whieh satisfy relations generalizing the relations
represellted by Di agram 1. The diagram matic methods usecl in the proof of Theorem 4.5 general ize 1.0 this situation)
so complexity bounds for the new algorithms may be obtained explieitly. A useful eombinatorial tool here is 1.0 treat
the indices as injections from the diagrams describing the relations into the Bratteli diagram for the subgroup chain.
The explicit expressions for the complexity of the algorithm has a form similar to) but generalizing) the expressions
in Theorems 4.5, 4.6, and 4.8.

\Ve use the tcchniques just described to refine the results we have already obtained in sectioH 5. For example) .....e
get a better bound for the eomplexity of the Fourier transform on GLn(q) lIsing the same bases as in Sedion 5.
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Theorem 6.1 For any U I there is a positive eonstant, f{OI such that

for any q greater than or equat to 2.

Similar improvements hold for the unitary groups and Chevalley groups. We also prove a general theorem, bounding
tc in terms of thc complexities of two subgroups and thc number of double cosets. This result works particularly
nicely when the subgroups are abelian, and in that case it yielels new results for SL2 (q) anel for the symmetrie groups.

6.2 Homogeneous spaces

For many statistieal applications, data on homogeneous spaces is of primary interest, rather than data on the full
group. In brief, a homogeneous space for a finite group is simply a set on which the group acts transitively as
permutations. A common example is the action of the finite affine grollp on point-linc pairs and more generally, tbe
action of an automorphisIll grollp of a design Oll its block-point pairs. In this case generali~at,ions of thc "usual"
analysis of variance for data on such sets reqlIire the computation of projections of the data vector onto group
invariant subspaces.

The scalar separation of variables algorithm generalizes easily to thc context of homogeneolls spaces. This is in
cont,rast to thc techniques of seetion 4, which do not improve on a naive algorit.hm (such (l.S a clirectly compuV~d

matrix-vector product). The idea in the improveel algorithms is to write the associated spherical funetions of tbe
bomogeneous space as a sum of products, with a small number of terms in thc sumo The separation of variables
algorithm then amounts to calculating the inner product of a function anel an associated spherical function by
summing over one factor in the product at a time. This provicles speed-ups of the most efficient algoritlllllH currently
known (cf. [24] and references therein). This material will also appear in [39].
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